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Introduction
We believe that all children can learn a second language to the best of their
abilities. The curriculum is written in a unit format for students who receive 90120 minutes of Arabic language instruction per week. Each unit was designed
following Wiggins and McTighe’s Understanding by Design® principles and
aligned to the ACTFL World-Readiness Standards for Learning Languages.
Therefore, we highly recommend teaching these units in order. Each unit
represents a full theme with recycling of previously taught content and provides
instructions and multiple daily activities related to vocabulary, grammatical and
linguistic structures and culture points. Note that the sequenced units are not
designed for heritage speakers. However, we do included some modifications
for heritage speakers as well as modifications for students with learning
disabilities. We have attempted to provide a detailed curriculum for elementary
Arabic teachers and designed units with novice teachers in mind.
Each unit gives teachers a step-by-step sequence of activities. We have
included multiple age-appropriate individual and group activities and projects to
meet many learning styles in the classroom. We have also included multiple
recourses to support learning such as flash cards and PowerPoint
presentations. These resources are printable and can be projected onto a
screen in the classroom. The curriculum requires the implementation of
learning centers to enhance and support language instruction.
Every unit was reviewed by a team of language teachers and a professor. It
was important to implement and consider feedback during the development of
this curriculum. Activities were altered, deleted or added using teacher
feedback and suggestions.
The assessments are in alignment with the objectives of each unit and allow
students to demonstrate what they can do with the Arabic language. It also
allows teachers to perform on-going formative and informative assessments to
check for understanding. All scoring rubrics are stated after each type of
assessment to help teachers with grading and measuring the achievement of
the unit objectives. We recommend that teachers show students how to selfassess where they fall within the ACTFL ranges with the use of the
Linguafolio® “Can do” checklists. According to the 2012 ACTFL Performance
Guidelines and Standards and if implemented properly, students at the second
grade level should be nearing the Novice Mid language range.
We strongly recommend teachers request a session with the author for the
purposes of training and to learn about the philosophy behind the
curriculum to best implement the curriculum effectively.

Goals
Kindergarten
 Speak and listen within the novice low-range
 Read within the novice low-range through the recognition of the shapes
and sounds of Arabic words and letters after tracing
 Describe cultural aspects of different Arabic-speaking cultures related to
the unit themes.
First Grade
 Speak and listen within the novice low-range within the range of the topics
taught thus far
 Read within the novice low-range through the recognition of the shapes
and sounds of Arabic words and letters after tracing.
 Students will further reading skills by beginning to recognize short phrases
and copy words
 Describe cultural aspects of different Arabic-speaking cultures related to
the unit themes.
Second Grade
 Speak and listen within the novice-low range to novice-mid range within
the range of the topics taught thus far
 Read within the novice-low range to novice-mid range through the
recognition of the shapes and sounds of Arabic words and letters.
 Students will continue to further reading skills by beginning to recognize
sentences as well as write simple words after practice
 Write within the novice-low range by writing simple words with support.
 Describe cultural aspects of different Arabic-speaking cultures related to
the unit themes.
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G1 – UNIT ONE: Things in My Backpack and Classroom
ESSENTIAL QUESTION: What does it mean to be a good student?

OBJECTIVES:

UNIT DESCRIPTION:

Students can:

In this multiple-day unit, students will gain the ability to identify and ask
for common school bag and classroom objects, also be able to give and
respond to commands having to do with these materials. Also students will
be able to follow and give one-step simple classroom instructions.










Name things in his/her
backpack correctly (e.g.,
pencil, crayon, eraser,
book, ruler, pencil case,
glue, backpack, …etc);
and identify things around
the classroom (e.g., book,
window, door, table, desk,
chair, …etc)
State possession with
(have/ has) and
(don’t/doesn’t have);
Ask and respond to
questions with, “Do you
have___?”
Give and follow one-step
simple classroom
directions.
Read simple words based
on letters previously
taught in terms of shapes
and phonetics.
Trace simple letters using
pencils.

DURATION:

UNIT MODES OF FOCUS:

Seventeen Days

Interpretive, Interpersonal & Presentational

STANDARDS
ACTFL Standard:
Communication: Communicate in languages other than English.
Connections: Connect with other disciplines and acquire
information.

MATERIALS, RESOURCES AND USEFUL WEB SITES:






Objects that depict vocabulary words
Children‟s books that highlight vocabulary expressions in this unit, such as Exploring Arabic for Children.
Video clips of classrooms in the Arab World.
Access to related electronic equipment.
Classroom visuals and flashcards
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G1 – UNIT ONE: Things in My Backpack and Classroom
ESSENTIAL QUESTION: What does it mean to be a good student?

VOCABULARY AND STRUCTURES
English

Arabic
قلم

Pencil
Crayon

الُان

Book

متاب

Eraser

ممحاي

Pencil case

ًمقلم
مسطزج

Ruler
Glue

صمغ

Backpack

ًحقٍث

Do you have___?

ٌل لدٌل___؟

Do you have___?

ٌل لدٌل___؟
 لدٌل/ لدٌٍا

Have/ has
Don’t/doesn’t have

ًٌ لٍس لد/ ًٌلٍس لد
ما ٌذا؟

What is it?

(Part Two)
Book
Window
Door
Desk
Chair
Walk to the door, window, please
Open the book, door, window, please
Close the book, door, window,
Please.
Sit on the chair, sit at the table, and sit
at the desk, please
How many_____?

خطواتي
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متاب
شثاك
تاب
منتة
مزسى
 الشباك هن فضلك/ اهشي الى الباب
الشثاك مه فضلل/ الثاب/افتح النتاب

، الشثاك/  الثاب/أغلق النتاب
مه فضلل
 اجلس عىد/اجلس على النزسى
 اجلس عىد المنتة مه فضلل/ًالطاَل

مم عدد _____؟

وائل فوزي

G1 – UNIT ONE: Things in My Backpack and Classroom
ESSENTIAL QUESTION: What does it mean to be a good student?
PRE-ASSESSMENT & SCORING GUIDELINES
PRE-ASSESSMENT:
PART ONE:
•Pass out Attachment 1, Pre-Assessment Activity Response Sheet, to students.
•Discuss with students what they think is depicted in each of nine pictures.
•Have the students circle or place an “X” on the corresponding visual that they believe belongs in a backpack.
PART TWO:
•Ask students in groups of three or four to point out windows, doors, tables, desks, chairs, and books while
recording their responses on Attachment A, Pre-Assessment Chart.
•Ask students to walk to the door, window, table, chair, and desk while recording their responses on the chart
(Attachment A).
•Ask students to open or close the book and the door while recording their responses on the chart (Attachment
A).

PRE-ASSESSMENT SCORING GUIDELINES:
PART ONE:
The pre-assessment shall not be scored as it merely explores student familiarity with items that belong in a
school backpack. Use student performance to adjust your instruction.

PART TWO:
15 out of 19 - Strong understanding of the directions
10 out of 19 - Adequate understanding of the directions
5 out of 19 - Poor understanding of the directions
0 out of 19 - Insufficient understanding of the directions

خطواتي
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G1 – UNIT ONE: Things in My Backpack and Classroom
ESSENTIAL QUESTION: What does it mean to be a good student?
UNIT ASSESSMENTS
INTERPRETIVE ASSESSMENT:
PART ONE:
Use Attachment 2, Interpretive Assessment Response Sheet, to have students demonstrate their recognition of
target vocabulary or phrases by circling the pictures that correspond to the teacher‟s pronunciation of object
words for each set of images.

PART TWO:
Have students follow the commands you give.

INTERPRETIVE ASSESSMENT SCORING GUIDELINES:
PART ONE:
Use the following rubric to score the students‟ performance:
8 out of 9
Strong understanding the topic
6-7 out of 9 Adequate understanding of topic
4 -5 out of 9 Poor understanding of topic/ Needs remediation
0 -3 out of 9 Insufficient understanding of topic/ Needs Remediation

PART TWO:
Use the following guidelines to assess the students‟ ability to follow the commands:
15 out of 19 Strong understanding of the directions
10 out of 19 Adequate understanding of the directions
5 out of 19
Poor understanding of the directions
0 out of 12
Insufficient understanding of the directions

INTERPERSONAL ASSESSMENT:
Pair each student with a partner; have one ask the other if he or she has certain object “Do you have___?” The
other student either answers, “Yes I have___.” or shows the object, or, “No I don‟t have___.” with her or his
hands spread out.

INTERPERSONAL ASSESSMENT SCORING GUIDELINES:
Use Attachment 3, Post-Assessment Scoring Rubric, to evaluate student performance.

PRESENTATIONAL ASSESSMENT:
Have one student give several of the common classroom commands to another student. Have the other student
follow those commands.

PRESENTATIONAL ASSESSMENT SCORING GUIDELINES:
Use the following guidelines to assess the students‟ ability to give and to follow the commands:
15 out of 19 Strong understanding of the directions
10 out of 19 Adequate understanding of the directions
5 out of 19
Poor understanding of the directions
0 out of 19
Insufficient understanding of the directions
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G1 – UNIT ONE: Things in My Backpack and Classroom
ESSENTIAL QUESTION: What does it mean to be a good student?
SEQUENCE OF ACTIVITIES:
PART ONE, SEQUENCE OF ACTIVITIES
Day One
•Pass out Attachment 1, Pre-Assessment Activity Response Sheet, to students.
•Discuss with students what they think is depicted in each of the eight pictures.
•Have the students place an “X” on the corresponding visual that they believe belongs in a backpack.
•Collect their papers and quickly review them in class.
•Next, have a brief discussion with the class on things that go in a backpack. Have a backpack available filled
with the actual items the students will study during this unit.
•Present the vocabulary words by pulling out one item at a time from the backpack. Have the students repeat
the Arabic words as you say them as a whole group. Pass the items around so students can look at them up
close. Present the Arabic versions of these objects if available (those made and used by students in the Arabic
World if possible). You may use any Google pictures.
•Wrap up the class by reading a book aloud (either made or purchased) that shows the backpack vocabulary in
pictures and written in Arabic.
Day Two
•Using the backpack from last class, focus on some of the vocabulary: pencil, crayon, book, eraser, and ruler.
Have students repeat, as a class and individually, to practice pronunciation.
•Make sure you show the Arabic words, at the bottom of each flash card, for each item and try to ask students
to say the letter based on the sound of the letter you mention; this way you will introduce students to reading
the Arabic script.
•Play the Object Identification Game in which the class listens to each expression and individuals demonstrate
their comprehension by coming forward and selecting the named object. A variation on this game would be to
divide the class into two groups and have representatives from each group come forward to select the named
object (e.g., red team/white team, or boys team/girls team)
Day Three
•Conduct a quick oral review of the vocabulary by using objects from students‟ desks.
•Call on the whole class at first and later on individual students.
•Make sure you show the Arabic word for each item and try to ask students to say the letter based on the sound
of the letter; this way you will introduce students to reading the Arabic script.
•Teach the rest of the words for things in the backpack: glue, pencil case, backpack. Also, teach the structure:
“Do you have___?”
•Close the day by playing the same Object Identification Game using all the objects learned.
Day Four
•Conduct a quick oral review of all the vocabulary and show all words related to objects.
•Play” Aural Bingo” (see Attachment 4, Aural Bingo Card and the related world list sheet). Give students
handouts with a nine-box square and instruct them to cut and stick the words in the boxes (and have them draw
and copy) nine objects in any order. Then, choose a pattern that will “win” if a student has all the named
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G1 – UNIT ONE: Things in My Backpack and Classroom
ESSENTIAL QUESTION: What does it mean to be a good student?
images aligned as such (e.g., T, L, H, X). Say, “Do you have___?” showing one object at a time. The students
circle or otherwise mark the pictures and words that match the objects they are shown. The first person to
complete the selected pattern shouts, “Bingo!” and “( كسبجI won).” Have them repeat back to you the names of
the objects they had that led to their win so as to practice pronunciation. Play until most or all students have
completed the pattern.
•Close Day by showing any Arabic country on YouTube video clip of Arabic students using objects in any
Arabic school.
Day Five
•Conduct a quick oral review of the vocabulary by using objects from students‟ desks. Call on the individual
students at first and have whole class echo/repeat.
•Next, circulate with the items in the backpack. Have individual students pull something from the backpack
and then ask; “Do you have a pencil?.” The student should respond appropriately depending upon the item she
or he pulled from the backpack. If the item they hold is not what you asked about, then ask them what they do
have, “What is it?” Encourage the student to respond accurately using a complete sentence.
•Close the Day by holding your flash cards that have all vocabulary and go over the spelling of each word to
demonstrate the different shapes of the letters.
Day Six
•Conduct a quick review of things in the backpack.
•Conduct the Interpretive Assessment using Attachment 2. Randomly pronounce an object word from each set
of images. Students will demonstrate their recognition of objects by circling the pictures that match the object
they hear.
•Next, put students into groups of three using any preferred method. Explain that each student will ask the
other members in their groups the question, “Do you have___?” to which they must respond appropriately. If
the person who is asking does not name the item the other student has, she or he will respond with “I don‟t
have___.”, and the student must ask again using another vocabulary word until s/he gets the response: “I
have___.” Then, give an object to each student. Instruct students to keep their object behind their backs until
the others have correctly asked what they have.
•Play until everyone has had a chance to ask and answer several times.
•If time allows, redistribute the items again, or even switch group members, and continue to play.
Day Seven
•Conduct a quick review of things in the backpack.
•Conduct the Interpersonal Assessment. Assess each student‟s oral proficiency during these verbal exchanges
of things in the backpack as well as the appropriateness of his or her responses to them using Attachment 3.
•Have students practice copying words posted on the board or you can hand them flash cards to copy from
while you are assessing partners.
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G1 – UNIT ONE: Things in My Backpack and Classroom
ESSENTIAL QUESTION: What does it mean to be a good student?
PART TWO, SEQUENCE OF ACTIVITIES
Day Eight
•Conduct the pre-assessment as stated above.
•By groups of three students, ask students to follow your directions while you record their performances on
Attachment A, Pre-Assessment Chart.
•Ask students to:
“Point at the book, please.”
“Point at the door, please.”
“Point at the window, please.”
“Sit at the desk, please.”
“Sit on the chair, please.”
•Hold up the book and say “book” and have students repeat.
•Hold up the book and say “book” and have the girl students and the boy students respectively repeat, or
divide the class by rows or front and back.
•Hold up the book and say “book” and have an individual student repeat.
•Point at the book and ask, “What is this?” ها هرا؟
•Have students answer, “It is a book.” هرا كتاب
•Point to some books on the desk and ask, “How many books are there?”
•Have the class counts the books and say, “There are___ books.”
•Repeat these steps with the word for window.
•Make sure you show the Arabic word for each item and try to ask students to say the letter based on the sound
of the letter you mention; this way you will introduce students to reading the Arabic script.
Day Nine
•Review the words book and window in the same manner as in Day Eight.
•Follow the same procedure to introduce and practice the words door, desk and chair.
•Make sure you show the Arabic word for each item and try to ask students to say the letter?? Clarify based on
the sound of the letter you mention; this way you will introduce students to reading the Arabic script.
Day Ten
•Review the words in the same manner as in Day nine.
•Demonstrate opening and closing a book while saying the command of ( أغلق الكتاب/ “ ) ا افتحHave the entire
class follow the command"
•Have various groups of students follow the command.
•Finally, call on each student to follow the command.
•Demonstrate and introduce each of the following commands in the same manner as above (e.g., opening and
closing a window and door; walking to the table, desk and chair; sitting at the table and the desk; and sitting on
the desk and chair).
Day Eleven
•Review the vocabulary in the same manner the lesson has been taught as before.
•Teach and have the class sing the song (See Attachment C, Song Sheet) to promote learning the plural form
of words.

خطواتي
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G1 – UNIT ONE: Things in My Backpack and Classroom
ESSENTIAL QUESTION: What does it mean to be a good student?
•Have the entire class sing along with you. Have various groups sing, such as the boys and the girls, or each
row, or the student in the front and back of the room.
•Give any Arabic percussion instruments to play while singing.
•Call on a student(s) volunteer to sing.
Day Twelve
•Review the previous lesson in the same manner as in day eleven.
•Pick one quick learner or a heritage speaker to give the command to the entire class and have the class follow
his or her command. Call that student أستاذ (ة) اليىم
•Put students in groups of two and repeat the same exercises.
•Have the paired students act out their conversation in front of the class while the teacher can assess their
performances by using Attachment B, Presentational Assessment Chart.
Days 13,14,15,16 and Seventeen
•Use the attached PowerPoint (Alphabet Shapes and Related Words) to demonstrate the different shapes of the
letters (  ج- ) ا.
•Introduce one letter a day:
(e.g., the letter “  }” اDemonstrate how “Alif” looks like at the beginning  اول, middle  وسطand end  نهايتof the
 الكلوتword using the examples of vocabulary on the PowerPoint. Explain that Alif is a non-friendly letter that
has one arm from the right side to connect to the letter before whether in the middle or end of the word, and
anything that comes after “Alif “must stand alone. Ask the question in Arabic, “What sound does "Alif"
make?  ”ها هى صىث الـ (ا)؟and allow students to repeat the sound after the teacher. Ask students to come to the
board and try to write the different shapes of “Alif.”
•Ask students to think of words that they might know and has "Alif" at beginning or basically has the sound
"a", use this command often when requesting words that have the letter or the sound the target letter
"  "ازيد كلوت بها حسف الـ (ا) في اول \ وسط \ نهايتand then write those words on the board distinguishing "Alif with a
different color. Do the same for middle and end shapes of "Alif"
•Enlarge the PowerPoint slide to make a poster and pronounce the sounds of each letter within the words
found for each letter and ask students to guess the letter. Focus mostly on “Alif” shapes and sounds. If you
have an overhead projector or a smart board, you may demonstrate the slide on it. You may print the attached
(Alphabet and Related Words PowerPoint) and ask students to copy the different shapes of “Alif” and the
words related to it under the word box on the dotted line.
•Using the book “I Read Arabic  ”اقسأ العسبيتor any chosen book. Have students trace and color the different
shapes of “Alif “while listening to the Alphabet Song from the previous year (K).
•There are three words related to each letter, read with students all these words clarifying the sounds of each
letter until students are familiar with all letters.
•Upon the completion of a good portion of the alphabet allow students to read individually and then come to
you to read all words. Reward students as they read well.
•I highly recommend that you associate the above book with Arabic Without Tears, level 1 , Arabic Letters
Forms and Shapes and/or Arabic in Kindergarten workbook (found on www.noorart.com). Follow the
activities for each book.
•If you don‟t have access to any of these books, you may also use Alphabet Package as a support to
PowerPoint. Please email me to receive the Alphabet Packet (wafawzy@cps.edu)

خطواتي
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G1 – UNIT ONE: Things in My Backpack and Classroom
ESSENTIAL QUESTION: What does it mean to be a good student?
•You will be doing the same steps at the end of every unit until students can read the words by sight and are
able to recognize all basic Arabic alphabet and their different shapes.
•If the teacher has the alphabet magnet game found in [www.noorart.com] it will be great that he/she allows
students to construct the words from the PowerPoint or the book on the magnet board, and then read them
aloud to the entire class with his/her help.
•As for letters that connect from both side (e.g Jeem), are called friendly letters but as for (  و,  ش,  ز,  ذ,  د, ) ا
are called non-friendly letters. Example for a letter that has a tail hanging out of it such as "Jeem", we explain
that we should remove the bottom tail of "Jeem  " جto look like that "  " جـand then we add one arm on the left
side connected to "Jeem  "جـــto engage to letter that comes on the left side of the letter if "jeem" is at the
beginning of a word. As for the middle shape we remove the tail and add two arms on the left and right sides
such as in " " ــــجــــ. As for letters at the end of a word, they stay as the original shape of them unless they
come after a non-friendly letter. If they come after a friendly letter, we should add an arm to connect to the
letter located on the right side of that final letter, (Example " )" ــــج.
•Teacher will be doing the same model for all letters until students are familiar with all shapes of the letters.

DIFFERENTIATED INSTRUCTIONAL SUPPORT:
•I highly recommend that teacher creates his/her tracing sheet for all vocabulary taught in this unit and have
students trace words immediately. You can also do the same with all words related to letters.
•Partner students who are having difficulties with ones who you have identified that can provide a strong
modeling of the skills. Provide helping class if it is necessary.
•Allow students who have speech difficulties to follow simple one-step classroom commands only instead of
giving all the directions.
•Partner students who have speech difficulties in the subsequent activities with students who you have
identified that can provide a strong modeling of the skills.

LIST OF ATTACHMENTS:
(Part One)
Attachment 1: Pre-Assessment Activity Response Sheet
Attachment 2: Interpretive Assessment Response Sheet
Attachment 3: Post-Assessment Scoring Rubric
Attachment 4: Aural Bingo Card
(Part Two)
Attachment A: Pre-Assessment Chart
Attachment B: Presentational Assessment Chart
Attachment C: Song Sheet

خطواتي
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G1 – UNIT ONE: Things in My Backpack and Classroom
ESSENTIAL QUESTION: What does it mean to be a good student?
EXTENSIONS AND HOME CONNECTIONS
TO BE SENT HOME
Things in My Backpack and Classroom
Name: ______________________________________
Date: ______/______/__________
In our Arabic language class, we have been learning about items found in our school backpack and
classroom. I am encouraging all students to practice and share their learning at home with family and
friends. Here is a list of words and phrases we have learned:
 Encourage students to “be a teacher” to parents, dolls, teddy bears, pets, etc. using the target
language.
 Encourage students to ask for things they need for their backpacks using the target language at
home and in other settings.
(Part One)
English
Transliteration
Arabic

Pencil
Crayon
Book
Eraser
Pencil case
Ruler
Glue
Backpack
Do you have___?
Have/ has
Don’t/doesn’t have
What is it?

Qalam
Alwaan
Kitaab
Mimhaah
Maqlamah
Mastrah
Samagh
Haqeebah
Hal maaka (i)(F)
Indi
Layssa Maa’i
Ma haza?

قلم
الُان
متاب
ممحاي
ًمقلم
مسطزج
صمغ
ًحقٍث
؟......ٌل معل
عىدي
ًلٍس مع
ما ٌذا؟

(Part Two)

Book
Window
Door
Desk
Chair
Walk to the door, window, please
Open the book, door, window, please
Close the book, door, window,
Please.

خطواتي

kitaab
متاب
shubaak
شثاك
baab
تاب
maktab
منتة
Kursi
مزسى
 اهشي الى الشباك, اهشي الى الباب
Imshi ila albaab,
هن فضلك
alshubaak men fadalk
 االشثاك مه فضلل/ الثاب/افتح النتاب
Iftah alkitaab /
albaab ___
، الشثاك/  الثاب/أغلق النتاب
Igleq alkitaab ___
Men fadlak/ Fadleik
مه فضلل
(f)
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G1 – UNIT ONE: Things in My Backpack and Classroom
ESSENTIAL QUESTION: What does it mean to be a good student?
Sit on the chair, sit at the table, and sit
at the desk, please
How many___?

Igliss ala alkursi / Igliss
ala atawelah / igliss ala
almaktab men
fadlak/Fadlek

Kama adad___?

 اجلس على/اجلس على النزسى
 اجلس على المنتة مه/ًالطاَل
فضلل
مم عدد ___؟

Please trust your child‟s pronunciation of the vocabulary is accurate. Your children have an
amazing ability to hear words and phrases and then pronounce them with great accuracy.

خطواتي
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G1 – UNIT ONE: Things in My Backpack and Classroom
ESSENTIAL QUESTION: What does it mean to be a good student?
Attachment 1
Pre-Assessment Activity Response Sheet
Name ______________________________________

Date:______/______/_______

Put an „X‟ on those items that belong in a school backpack.

خطواتي
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G1 – UNIT ONE: Things in My Backpack and Classroom
ESSENTIAL QUESTION: What does it mean to be a good student?
Attachment 2
Interpretive Assessment Response Sheet
Name ________________________________

Date: _____/_______/__________

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

خطواتي
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ESSENTIAL QUESTION: What does it mean to be a good student?

6.

7.

8.

9.

خطواتي
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G1 – UNIT ONE: Things in My Backpack and Classroom
ESSENTIAL QUESTION: What does it mean to be a good student?
Attachment 3
Post-Assessment Scoring Rubric

4- Student uses all vocabulary expressions correctly.
Student speaks clearly with good pronunciation and intonation.
Student speaks at an appropriate pace and volume.
Student identifies things in the backpack.
Student is highly proficient overall.

3- Student uses most vocabulary expressions correctly.
Student speaks clearly most of the time with adequate pronunciation and intonation.
Student speaks at a mostly appropriate pace and volume.
Student identifies most of things in the backpack.
Student attempts to use gestures when needed and mostly succeeds.

2- Student uses some, but not all, vocabulary expressions correctly.
Student makes some minor pronunciation and/or intonation errors.
Student may speak too rapidly or too slowly. Student‟s volume may be too soft to hear or too loud for the
situation.
Student identifies some things in the backpack.
Student requires minor remediation.

1- Student fails to use the majority of the vocabulary correctly.
Student makes major pronunciation and/or intonation errors.
Student speaks too rapidly or too slowly. Student‟s volume is too soft or too loud for the situation.
Student does not identify any things in the backpack.
Student is not proficient and requires extensive remediation.

خطواتي
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G1 – UNIT ONE: Things in My Backpack and Classroom
ESSENTIAL QUESTION: What does it mean to be a good student?
Attachment 4
Aural Bingo Card
Ask students to draw backpack objects and try to copy words under each picture inside each box, students should Put (X) in the
empty boxes. Teacher should prepare all cards for objects or simple the cut the objects from the assessments. And put them in a
bag/can pick random cards and say them aloud. Students should mark the objects if found on their Bingo card.

خطواتي
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G1 – UNIT ONE: Things in My Backpack and Classroom
ESSENTIAL QUESTION: What does it mean to be a good student?
Part Two Attachments
Attachment A
Pre-Assessment Chart
Item

points

Things in the classroom
door
window
table
desk
chair
book

Points

Commands
Open the window
Open the door
Open the book
Close the window
Close the door
Close the book
Walk to the window
Walk to the door
Walk to the table
Walk to the chair
Walk to the desk
Sit at the table/desk
Sit on the chair

Total
Item

Total

خطواتي
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G1 – UNIT ONE: Things in My Backpack and Classroom
ESSENTIAL QUESTION: What does it mean to be a good student?
Attachment B
Presentational Assessment Chart
Item

Points

Commands
Open the window
Open the door
Open the book
Close the window
Close the door
Close the book
Walk to the window
Walk to the door
Walk to the table
Walk to the chair
Walk to the desk
Sit at the table/desk
Sit on the chair

Total

خطواتي
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G1 – UNIT ONE: Things in My Backpack and Classroom
ESSENTIAL QUESTION: What does it mean to be a good student?
Attachment C
Song Sheet
Ten chairs
One chair, two chairs, three, four,
Five chairs, six chairs, seven, eight,
Nine chairs, ten chairs,
Then how many more?

ًعشز مزاس
ًمزسى َاحد َ مزسٍٍه َ ثالثً َ أرتع
ًٍَخمسً مزاسً َستً مزاسً َسثعً َثماو
ًتسعً مزاسً َ عشزي مزاس
َ مم العدد الزائد؟

Ten chairs, nine chairs, eight, seven,
Six chairs, five chairs, four, three,
Two chairs, one chair,
How can be no more chair？

ًعشزج مزاسً َ تسعً مزاسً َ ثماوًٍ َسثع
ًستً مزاسً َخمسً مزاسً َارتعً َثالث
َمزسٍٍه َ مزسً َاحد

Note: Teacher may use other things like（door）（window）（table） to（chair）

خطواتي
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G1 – UNIT ONE: Things in My Backpack and Classroom
ESSENTIAL QUESTION: What does it mean to be a good student?

GENERAL TIPS
After piloting this unit, Arabic language teachers made the following suggestions:
•My students like playing Object Identification Game. They are learning by playing.
•In the unit some of the content is hard for some of the kids. I adapted the unit days to meet the needs of all my
students. They enjoyed the unit.
•Play different games to make sure students master the words and patterns (e.g., go fish, bingo, memory
games,… etc)
•I also have my students guess what is in my book bag. I put one thing in the bag each time. Students are
divided into four groups and they discuss within their group and come to one decision. Everybody likes to
guess, so they are all eager to say their guesses. This helps keep students engaged and make them eager to say
the objects in their book bag.
•I made the students guess what I hid behind my back so they would keep practicing saying the words for
pencil, eraser, or backpack over and over without getting bored.
•Encourage students to ask for things they need for their backpacks using the target language in class
constantly, ( انا ازيد قلن هن فضلك.)

خطواتي
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ﻗﻠﻢ

اﻟﻮان

ﻛﺘﺎب

ﻣﻤﺤﺎة

ﻣﻘﻠﻤﺔ

ﻣﺴﻄﺮة

ﺻﻤﻎ

ﺣﻘﯿﺒﺔ

ﺷﺒﺎك

ﺑﺎب

ﻣﻜﺘﺐ

ﻛﺮﺳﻲ

اﻓﺘﺢ اﻟﺒﺎب

اذھﺐ اﻟﻰ اﻟﺒﺎب

G1 - UNIT TWO: Calendar
ESSENTIAL QUESTION: How are dates important?

OBJECTIVES:
Students can:
 Count aloud numbers
from 11-31
 Learn a few Arabic
words and trace, read and
spell them:
(Date/Day/Month/Year).
 Sing songs about the 12
months and 7 days of the
week.
 Talk about the months,
dates and days of the week,
 Make an Arabic script
calendar of the month and
ask each other information
using it such as the
birthdays of themselves
and family members.

UNIT DESCRIPTION:
Students will review numbers from 1-10 and learn new numbers from 11-31
according to the Arabic number system. This will enable them to talk about
months, dates and the days of the week on a calendar. Initially, students will
interpret and react to signs, songs and games. Then, students will interact
with teachers and classmates by engaging in activities related to numbers
and new words that are used on the calendar.

DURATION:

UNIT MODES OF FOCUS:

Fourteen Days

Interpersonal & Presentational

STANDARDS
ACTFL Standards:
Communication: Communication in languages other than English.
Cultures: Gain knowledge and understanding of other cultures.
Connections: Connect with other disciplines and acquire information.

MATERIALS, RESOURCES AND USEFUL WEB SITES:
● Ask each student to bring a calendar in English, or make copies for each one of them
● Construction paper to make the Arabic calendar.
● Markers, crayons, or paint to color words for numbers and related words, I highly recommend the
Arabic Number Book found on www.noorart.com.
● Sinbad DVDs, I recommend “The Days of the Week and Months” songs. Also, the number game
found in Sinbad Games DVD.
● Numbers magnet board found in www.noorart.com or you may create a similar one.

خطواتي
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VOCABULARY AND STRUCTURES
English

Arabic
يوم

Date/day
Month

شهر

Year

سنه

Today

اليوم
كم عدد؟

How many?
January

يناير

February

فبراير

March

مارس

April

ابريل

May

مايو

June

يونية

July

يوليو
اغسطس

August
September

سبتمبر

October

اكتوبر

November

نوفمبر

December

ديسمبر

Saturday

السبت

Sunday

االحد

Monday

االثنين

Tuesday

الثالثاء

Wednesday

االربعاء

Thursday

الخميس
الجمعه

Friday

خطواتي
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ESSENTIAL QUESTION: How are dates important?
PRE-ASSESSMENT & SCORING GUIDELINES
PRE-ASSESSMENT:
Count 1-10 as a class using the finger signs. Students should count aloud with you and make the signs at the
same time showing the number counted on finger.
•Play the Number Cycle game. Have students sit or stand in a circle. Go around the circle and have each
student say the correct number based on what the student to her or his left has said. Each student will have a
turn to count. If a student says a number out of sequence (e.g., 1, 2, 4), then that student is out of the game, and
the next student begins with “1” again. The last student standing is the winner.

PRE-ASSESSMENT SCORING GUIDELINES:
The Pre-Assessment is not scored. Based on students’ ability to remember and pronounce the numbers, modify
the lesson to include more counting practice or give more finger signs hints.

UNIT ASSESSMENTS
INTERPERSONAL ASSESSMENT:
Students will demonstrate their ability to count aloud from 1-31. They will be able to talk about months, dates
and days of the week by interacting with the teacher and classmates.

INTERPERSONAL ASSESSMENT SCORING GUIDELINES:
4- Strong understanding of topic: Correctly answers questions about month, date and day all of the time
3- Adequate understanding of topic: Correctly answers questions about month, date and day most of the time
2- Poor understanding of topic: Correctly answers questions about month, date and day some of the time
1- Insufficient understanding of topic: Student unable to answer questions about month, date and day

PRESENTATIONAL ASSESSMENT:
At the end of the unit, students will sing songs about the months and days of the week, and create an example
of one month from an Arabic calendar marking an important event.
The song found in Sinbad Kit ()سبعة سبعة هي سبعة

PRESENTATIONAL ASSESSMENT SCORING GUIDELINES:
4321-

خطواتي

Good pronunciation of numbers, days, months, of the week. Calendar correctly completed
Good pronunciation, but with minor tone problem. Calendar completed and mostly correct
Poor pronunciation with quite a few tone problems. Calendar partially completed and somewhat correct
Needs remediation. Calendar incomplete and incorrect
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ESSENTIAL QUESTION: How are dates important?
SEQUENCE OF ACTIVITIES:
Day One
 Conduct the pre-assessment activity as stated above.
 Introduce the numbers from 11-31 by using the classroom 0-100 number chart or any Google image
that could support the numbers as a visual. Ask students to repeat the numbers as a class and
individually.
 Encourage the students to figure out the rules of the formation of numbers from 11 to
31. Explain the rules as necessary to help them see patterns.
Day Two
 Review new numbers 11-31 by playing the Number Cycle game again, but this time, use numbers from 131.
 Play Bingo. (See attachment 1 Bingo Card). Have available bingo markers or squares of paper for students
to use. Play until several students win the game. Cheer and say “Kasabt, ”كسبت
 Teach the words date, day, and month by using pictures that show the word in English and Arabic pressing
all different sounds and have students guess the letter. Teachers are also encouraged to use the attached power
point for the days of the week and months.
 Teach a part of the song or rhyme “Twelve Months”, or simply use any YouTube song.
There are Twelve Months
)٢( هناك اثني عشر شهر في ألسنة
 مايو،  ابريل،  مارس،  فبراير، يناير
) ٢(  يوليو، يونيه
 ديسمبر،  نوفمبر، أكتوبر، سبتمبر،أغسطس
)٢( هناك اثني عشر شهر في ألسنة

(There are 12 months in a year ) (2)
January, February,
March, April May,
June, July, (2)
August, September,
October, November,
December
(There are 12 months in a year.) (2)

Day Three
 Sing the first part and teach the final part of the “Twelve Months” song at the beginning of day.
 Then, review numbers 1-31 by counting aloud as a group. When reviewing numbers, think of how to
incorporate some math concepts by holding up flash cards with addition equations and ask students to
say the answers in Arabic (e.g., hold up a flash card with “1 + 3 =?” and ask students to provide the
answer “4” in Arabic).
 Next, teach the months and dates by using a big calendar. See Attachment 2, Big Calendar.
 Introduce the question, “What is the month and date today?”  ما هو التاريخ؟Encourage the students to
answer, “Today is___. "........... اليومby modeling a complete sentence, and by rephrasing when partial
answers are given. Ask the class and individual students this question several times before moving on to
practicing in small groups or pairs.
 If students seem ready, have them practice the question and answer in pairs. Using a calendar, one
student may point to any month and date s/he wishes, while the other student must respond accordingly
خطواتي
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to the question, “What is the month and date today?” Encourage the students to answer, “Today is___.”
Circulate to assist students in this task.
Day Four
 Review the question and answer about the dates by playing the game “What is the month and date today?”
In this game, a student comes to the front, picks a date on the calendar, and then asks the question. The student
who provides the correct answer then comes to the front to select a date and ask the question. Continue in this
fashion.
 Next, teach the days of the week using the big calendar (Saturday, Sunday, Monday, Tuesday,
Wednesday, Thursday, Friday). Have students repeat as a group several times, and then ask
individuals to try. Assist students as necessary with pronunciation and vocabulary.
 Show students the “Days of the Week” video clip and teach the initial part of the song (٧ ٧
٧ )هي.
Day Five
 Teach the first part of the days of the week by singing all the way to “”االثنين.
 Teach the question, “What day is it today?”  ما اليوم؟and encourage students to respond using the structure,
“Today is___.” .........اليوم
 Practice the question and answer structures in pairs. Have students work in pairs where one will pick a
random day on the calendar and ask about the date.
 Next, work on combining the two questions together, “What day is it today?”, and “What is the month and
date today?” Encourage the students to answer using the structure “Today is___.” Have the group answer
the questions with several days’ answers.
 Have students work in pairs to practice asking and answering these same questions.
 Close the day with the singing of “Twelve Months” song and the first part of “Days of the Week” song.
Day Six
 Ask students to trace the three words, (day, month, year) displayed on large chart paper and ask students to
try to spell , sound out (read) them based on sound and shape of the letter. Teacher should create his/her
own tracing sheet of the vocabulary. Review each word by tracing with your finger first and asking what is
this letter based on the sound. You may hand the students a sheet that has all three words to trace with
pencil after.
 Students should trace in the air each letter using their finger while teacher or student is doing this in front of
the entire class. Practice several times particularly for the letters that was taught previously.
 Teach the final part of the “days of the weeks” song and repeat the whole song up to this part multiple times
until students grasp the concept that the week in the Arab World starts on Saturday. Practice the question,
“What is today?” and students respond the same way they practiced previously. Explain to students that the
Arabic week starts of Saturday and the weekend is Friday.
Day Seven
 Review both songs until you feel students have acquired all days and months clearly. Model how to create
an Arabic script calendar by selecting a month with 31 days.
Explain that students will create their own calendars to share at home using this as an example.
 As students begin to work on their calendars, call pairs of students aside to a table.
خطواتي
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ESSENTIAL QUESTION: How are dates important?



Once they are there, show a calendar and ask each to name the month, date and day of the week that you
indicate to her or him. Ask each one to count from 1-31 for you as well, In addition to answering simple
addition problems (adding 1-9) from flash cards or number magnet board. Allow the students to look at a
calendar to use as a visual cue. Score the students according to the Interpersonal Assessment Scoring
Guidelines.
Assist students as necessary in working on their calendars.

Day Eight
 Continue assessing pairs of students while the others work on their calendars.
 If students finish their calendars early, have them practice tracing more words from the unit either
with their finger on the large chart paper, or on a handout with a crayon or marker.
 Once all students have completed the Interpersonal Assessment, assess them on their performance of
the two songs.
 Have groups of three to four students stand up or come to the front of the class to perform the songs.
Assess them according to the Interpersonal Assessment Scoring Guidelines.
Day Nine
 Start class by counting as a class 1-31. Review using the flash cards or quoted image from Google with
addition problems. Call on the class and individuals to answer.
 Ask any other groups that have not yet performed the two songs to do so and score them accordingly.
 Ask for volunteers to share their calendars. Collect them for display in the classroom or hallway prior to
eventually sending them home with the students.
 Close the Day by playing the number cycle game.







Days 10, 11, 12, 13 and Fourteen
Using any Chosen Arabic letters book, teach the Alphabet separately.
Teach the four letters for this unit and follow the same procedures as explained in the first unit, “Things in
backpack and classroom.” Also use the attached PP to introduce the different shapes of the letters (Alphabet
Shapes and Related Words)
Try to differentiate using many words to promote script recognition and the different shapes of the letters.
You may use the attached Alphabet Tracing package to allow students to practice reading the vocabulary
words and tracing them.
You may also find words from the unit vocabulary list that include the letters you teach to tie between the
prior knowledge and photonics, and shapes of the letters.
Recycle as much as you can all previously taught vocabulary words to show the letters.
During these days you will teach letters “ ر- “ ح

DIFFERENTIATED INSTRUCTIONAL SUPPORT:
Allow students to make a calendar of their birthday month, because it clearly has much personal meaning.
 Encourage those who might need extra practice with the numbers to make flash cards for use at home.
 Use the Days of the Week and Months Presentations to support teaching days and moth. You may also use
Days and Months coloring flash cards while you are assessing students.

LIST OF ATTACHMENTS:
Attachment 1: Bingo Card
Attachment 2: Big Calendar
خطواتي
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G1 - UNIT TWO: Calendar
ESSENTIAL QUESTION: How are dates important?
EXTENSIONS AND HOME CONNECTIONS
TO BE SENT HOME
Calendar
Name: ______________________________________

Date:_______/______/____________

In our Arabic language class, we have been learning about items found in our school backpack and classroom. I
am encouraging all students to practice and share their learning at home with family and friends. If the unit
includes a song, please check with your child and encourage him/her to sing it for you. Here is a list of words
and phrases we are learning in our Arabic class:
English
Date/day
Month
Year
Today
How many?
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
Saturday
Sunday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday

خطواتي

Transliteration
Yawm
Shahr
Sanah
Alyawm
Kam addad?
Yanayer
Febrayer
Marris
Ibereel
Mayou
Younyah
Youlyou
Aghoustus
Sebtembr
Oktouber
November
Deecemebr
A-sabt
Al-ahad
Al-ithnayn
A-thulathaa
Al-arbee’aa’a
Al-khamees
Al-jom’ah

7

Arabic
يوم
شهر
سنه
اليوم
كم عدد؟
يناير
فبراير
مارس
ابريل
مايو
يونية
يوليو
اغسطس
سبتمبر
اكتوبر
نوفمبر
ديسمبر
السبت
االحد
االثنين
الثالثاء
االربعاء
الخميس
الجمعه

وائل فوزي

G1 - UNIT TWO: Calendar
ESSENTIAL QUESTION: How are dates important?
Attachment 1
Bingo Card
Teacher should follow the same model
as the previous unit to prepare all
bingo cards

٥

٤

٣

٢

١

١١

٩

٨

٧

٦

١٥

١٤

١٣

١٢

١١

٢١

١٩

١٨

١٧

١٦

٢٥

٢٤

٢٣

٢٢

٢١

٣١

٢٩

٢٨

٢٧

٢٦

X X X X

٣١
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G1 - UNIT TWO: Calendar
ESSENTIAL QUESTION: How are dates important?
Attachment 2
Big Calendar

٥

٤

٣

٢

١

١١

٩

٨

٧

٦

١٥

١٤

١٣

١٢

١١

٢١

١٩

١٨

١٧

١٦

٢٥

٢٤

٢٣

٢٢

٢١

٣١

٢٩

٢٨

٢٧

٢٦
٣١
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G1 - UNIT TWO: Calendar
ESSENTIAL QUESTION: How are dates important?

GENERAL TIPS
After piloting this unit, Arabic language teachers made the following suggestions:
•We review the calendar every day as a warm-up exercise. It's easy for the kids to say the single phrase, such as
“27th,” however, it's so hard to say “Today is the 27th from the month of June, 2014,” which might be due to
the developmental and cognitive eve of students in first grade might result from their cognitive level in the first
grade level. Use this format to ease the date saying for them “ ٤١٠٢ ،  يونيه٢٩“
•I know that you are from Egypt and is used to the moths you are teaching, but in some of the Arabic countries
we use the other names of the months: shbaat, hizeraan, …tamooz, aab, ayool. I do not teach the names for
months you teach to my students. Maybe you need to acknowledge that there are different ways months are
referred to in Arabic and that they are earning one way.
“The author, respond” I wouldn’t mention this to my first graders as it will not make sense to them. With all
respect to all Arabic countries where they use the lunar calendar, this lunar calendar is used only in 5 Arabic
countries and the rest of the Arab World is using the modern calendar. Also it is easier for students in first
grade to learn and grasp the concept of the modern calendar since the months mostly sound like English
months.
•Whenever we have the chance, we practice the numbers. Even so, we still need time to practice all these
numbers. It's easy for the kids to count the numbers by the sequence, but not so easy using in real situations.
•Modify the time needed for this unit based on class size and time it takes to move through the activities
sequence.

خطواتي
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Month
ﺷﮭﺮ

Day
ﯾﻮم

January

Year

ﯾﻨﺎﯾﺮ

ﺳﻨﺔ

March February
ﻣﺎرس

ﻓﺒﺮاﯾﺮ

May
ﻣﺎﯾﻮ

April

اﺑﺮﯾﻞ

July
ﯾﻮﻟﯿﻮ

June
ﯾﻮﻧﯿﻮ

September

August

ﺳﺒﺘﻤﺒﺮ

اﻏﺴﻄﺲ

November

October

ﻧﻮﻓﻤﺒﺮ

اﻛﺘﻮﺑﺮ
December

Saturday
اﻟﺴﺒﺖ
دﯾﺴﻤﺒﺮ

Monday

Sunday

اﻻﺛﻨﯿﻦ

اﻻﺣﺪ

Wednesday

Tuesday

اﻻرﺑﻌﺎء

اﻟﺜﻼﺛﺎء

Friday
اﻟﺠﻤﻌﺔ

Thursda
y
اﻟﺨﻤﯿﺲ

G1 - UNIT THREE: Pets and Animals
ESSENTIAL QUESTION: Why do we need animals?
OBJECTIVES:

UNIT DESCRIPTION:

Students can:
 Identify common animals
 Ask and tell about their
pets
 Perform animal songs,
written for Arabic children

In this multiple-day unit, students will gain the ability to use ageappropriate expressions to express their likes and dislikes regarding
common pets and animals. Initially, students will interpret and react to
pictures, stories, illustrations, and songs. Then, students will interact with
their teacher and classmates by asking and talking about their favorite pets,
and identifying pictures of these animals. Students will also use basic
graphing to begin categorizing their animal likes and dislikes. At the
conclusion of this unit, students will be ready to perform an animal song for
a school or community event.

DURATION:

UNIT MODES OF FOCUS:

Fourteen Days

Interpretive, Interpersonal & Presentational

STANDARDS
ACTFL Standards:
Communication: Communicate in languages other than English.
Connections: Connect with other disciplines and acquire information.

MATERIALS, RESOURCES AND USEFUL WEB SITES:
 “Magic box” filled with stuffed animals are being studied in this unit.
 First grade level picture/story books with related illustrations.
 Recordings of animal sounds.
 Picture cards that depict vocabulary words. You may also print out the PowerPoint to make flash Cards.
 Classroom set of hand puppets.
 Children’s song that highlight vocabulary expressions targeted in this unit. The song:
 الحيواناتsee Attachment 4 PowerPoint that goes with the song, (Sinbad Song).
 Prepared animal Bingo cards (which can be made using Attachment 3, Bingo Card
Attachment). Ask students to draw animals.

خطواتي
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G1 - UNIT THREE: Pets and Animals
ESSENTIAL QUESTION: Why do we need animals?

VOCABULARY AND STRUCTURES
Dog

ملة

Cat

قطه

Cow

تقرج

Duck

تطه
حمار

Donkey

حصان

Horse

ثعلة

Fox
Monkey

قرد

Chicken

دجاجح

Frog

ضفدع

Bear

دب
عندي قطه

I have (a cat).
I don’t have (a cat).

ليس عندي قطه

Do you have (a dog)

هل عندك ملة؟

I like (Cow).

انا احة الثقرج

I don’t like (Cow).

انا ال احة الثقرج
وانت ؟

And you?

خطواتي

I like (rabbits), and you?

انا احة االرانة وانت؟

I have (Duck), and you?

انا عندي تطه وانت؟

Do you like (dogs)?

هل تحة النالب؟

I like (Horses).

انا احة الحصان
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G1 - UNIT THREE: Pets and Animals
ESSENTIAL QUESTION: Why do we need animals?
PRE-ASSESSMENT & SCORING GUIDELINES
PRE-ASSESSMENT:
The purpose of the pre-assessment is to learn about the students’ previous knowledge of animals and their
sounds. Instead of using the attached worksheet, the teacher may use toys or stuffed animals.
 Distribute Attachment 1 (Pre-Assessment Activity Worksheet).
 Discuss with students what they think is in each of the three pictures. Let them name the animals in the
three pictures. Ask them in English if they know the sounds that the animals make.
 Ask the students if they think these animals make different sounds “in Arabic”, as well. Confirm that
they do. Inform the students that you will make the animals' sounds, as native Arabic speakers would
understand. Then, select one sound to make for each number on Attachment 1.
“Hawo, هوو, ( ”!هووdog)
“Naow,  نوو, !نوو/ Meyaow” (cat)
“Ba’a , تاء, ( ”!تاءLamb)
“Mow, مو, ( ”موcow)



Have the student’s circle or place an “X” on the corresponding animal in each set that makes the
matching sound.
Collect and score these to determine your students’ background knowledge on the topic of animals and
their sounds in order to determine their learning needs for remediation.

PRE-ASSESSMENT SCORING GUIDELINES:
Collect the students’ pre-assessment worksheets and use the following scale to evaluate their background
knowledge of dog, cat, and sheep:
4
3
2
1

خطواتي

(3 of 3)
(2 of 3)
(1 of 3)
(0 of 3)

Strong understanding of topic
Adequate understanding of topic
Poor understanding of topic/ Needs remediation
Insufficient understanding of topic/ Needs remediation
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G1 - UNIT THREE: Pets and Animals
ESSENTIAL QUESTION: Why do we need animals?
UNIT ASSESSMENTS
INTERPRETIVE ASSESSMENT:
Using Attachment 2, Interpretive Assessment Response Sheet, students will demonstrate their recognition of
target vocabulary and phrases by following the teacher’s instruction to circle pictures of animals using
specific colors.

INTERPRETIVE ASSESSMENT SCORING GUIDELINES:
The same scale used in the pre-assessment can be used to score the interpretive assessment.

INTERPERSONAL ASSESSMENT:
At the conclusion of this unit, students will converse with each other and perform the song with a classmate.
The teacher can videotape their performance and a video could be sent to a partner class at a sister school in an
area where Arabic is spoken. Each student will have the opportunity to communicate with a classmate without
any assistance from the teacher or peers. Students will be required to use culturally appropriate gestures as
they converse with each other.

INTERPERSONAL ASSESSMENT SCORING GUIDELINES:
The teacher will review each student’s contribution to the video and evaluate his or her performance based on
following:
4
Strong understanding of topic
Language is accurate, culturally appropriate & easily understood
3
Adequate understanding of topic
Language is mostly accurate, culturally appropriate & fairly comprehensible
2
Poor understanding of topic
Language is somewhat accurate, culturally appropriate & difficult to understand
1
Insufficient understanding of topic/ Needs remediation
Language is inaccurate, culturally inappropriate & is not comprehensible.

PRESENTATIONAL ASSESSMENT:
The teacher will ask the students to sing the song they learned over the course of the unit,
 الحيواناتfrom Sinbad Kit, with a partner. Evaluate each students’ performance according to the same rubric
used in the Interpersonal Assessment.

PRESENTATIONAL ASSESSMENT SCORING GUIDELINES:
Use the same rubric as the interpersonal assessment.

خطواتي
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G1 - UNIT THREE: Pets and Animals
ESSENTIAL QUESTION: Why do we need animals?
SEQUENCE OF ACTIVITIES:
Day One
 Use hand puppets to greet each student in Arabic. Quickly review greetings from
Kindergarten Unit 1, and any other concepts studied to date.
 Distribute Attachment 1, Pre-Assessment Activity Worksheet, and apply the pre assessment as stated
above.
 Collect and score these to determine the extent of your students’ background knowledge on the topic
of animals and their sounds in order to determine their need for remediation on these topics.
 You may want to play recordings of true animal sounds from the internet. You may use:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7o6KhpA5DsM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mQXQ_p0Wafc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ihLHBZ46PWY


Read a children’s book (either purchased or made) about farm animals and the sounds they make. If you
make the book, be sure that dog, cat, camel and sheep are included. I recommend ( المفكرون الصغارAnimal
Story). It’s a digital story in which students may interact with it physically. You may also find plenty of
resources on the "  "طيور الجنةwebsite: https://www.youtube.com/user/toyorbabytv
 Practice the animal sounds in Arabic. Hold up a matching stuffed animal as you make each animal
and have the class repeat. Then, simply hold up the animal and have either the class or individuals
make the animal sound.
 You may display the PowerPoint of the “Animal Song” found in Sinbad Kit along with the attached
PowerPoint (Attachment 4).
Day Two
 Have available a “magic box” filled with the following stuffed animals: dog, cat, duck, cow, donkey, and
horse. Since the students will be learning about only a few animals in this unit, be sure to have multiples
of the same animals, so there is one for each student in the class.








Make sure you pause and show the animal flash cards that have the names of these animals in Arabic
and spell the words accordingly with students. Show words and ask students to guess the letter after you
sound the words slowly, tracing with your finger the letters as you sound them.
Walk around the classroom and ask students to pick one animal out of the box. Have students show the
animal to the entire class as you say the name of the animal. Then, have students repeat the name of
each animal after you.
Next, call out the name of one of the animals and have those students holding that animal raise it up
high (or stand up with it) so all can see. Then, have the entire class repeat the name of the animal.
Remember to call out the names of all of the stuffed animals you have distributed. Assist students as
necessary in pronouncing the vocabulary.
Because there will be multiples of each animal, you can also use this time to review counting from

خطواتي
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G1 - UNIT THREE: Pets and Animals
ESSENTIAL QUESTION: Why do we need animals?
one to five. Once you call the name of an animal and students either raise them up high or stand up
with them, take a moment to count aloud the number of dogs, or cats, etc. You could introduce the
structure;
“How many are there?”  هناك؟..... كم
 After, review the animal sounds associated with dog, cat, cow, horse, and duck.
Ask students to hold up each animal when they hear the sound that they make. Since all
of the students will not have a stuffed dog, cat, horse, cow, or duck, ask the students to
trade their stuffed animals with a neighbor so that everyone will have a chance to
demonstrate their recognition of the sound each animal makes.
 As time allows, show and teach the first part of the Animal song.
Day Three
 Conduct a quick oral review of the vocabulary using picture flash cards. Have the students come up to
the front of the classroom and quickly pick out a stuffed animal from the magic box and then line up in
two rows.
 Conduct an activity in which each student takes a turn telling their partner facing him or her, what
animal that they are holding: “I have a dog/ عندي كلب.” Students then pass their animal to the person on
their right and practice using the same sentence pattern but substituting for the name of the stuffed animal
they are now holding. The student on the far right end of the row will walk to the other end of his or her
row in order to pass along his or her stuffed animal, this way each student will speak with a different
partner each time. Practice these directions with the students prior to beginning the activity.
 Next, demonstrate the question pattern by adding “and “و
“Do you have a dog?” Students ask the question to the partner they are facing. Encourage students to
respond to their partners using full sentences.
 Finally, have the students sit in a circle. Have them listen to the song without the PowerPoint, just the
audio from the Sinbad Songs CD. When they have finished listening, ask them to guess which animal
they heard in the parts of the song that were not taught yet. Play it again to check for understanding.
Day Four
 Play the animal song with the PowerPoint while the students move to sit in a circle.
 Teach the students to sing the second part of the song. Lead them in the singing of the song a
number of times. And then allow them to sing with audio and PowerPoint.
 Sit in the middle of the circle and use a rabbit or a camel puppet to greet students using previously
learned greetings.
 Orally demonstrate the new pattern “I like (cat(s))” and use facial expressions (e.g., smiles) and gestures
(e.g., hugs) that emphasize liking. Repeat the structure using different animals. Have students repeat
each example after you as a group and as individuals.
 Place all animals in the center of the circle. Ask different students to come to the center of the circle
to pick up the stuffed animal that you name and repeat the phrase, “I like___”


Model verbally the pattern “I don’t like (cat(s)).” Use facial expressions (e.g., frowns) and gestures (e.g.,
push-away) that emphasize disliking. Again have students come to the center of the circle to pick up

خطواتي
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G1 - UNIT THREE: Pets and Animals
ESSENTIAL QUESTION: Why do we need animals?








stuffed animals and repeat the phrase for practice.
Then, place all animals in the center of the circle. Ask different students to come to the center of the
circle to pick up the stuffed animal that you name, and repeat the phrase, “I don’t like___”
Have students return all animals to the center of the circle. Select a cat and add, “And you?” at the end
of the pattern “I like (cat(s))” Have the class repeat after you. Use several animals as examples.
Then, model that students should ask the same question of the person on their right side: “I like dogs.
And you?” Let the students hold the stuffed animal while asking their classmates the question. The
person on the right should respond appropriately, either saying “I like dogs.” or “I don’t like dogs.”
Assist individual students as necessary with the structures. After responding, the animal shall be passed
to that student, who will then get to ask the same question of to the person on her or his right. Go around
the circle until the animal comes back to the teacher.
Ask a student to select an animal from the center and repeat the same exercise.
Teach the third part of the Animal Song.

Day Five
 Prior to this class, make multiple Bingo cards using Attachment 3, Bingo Card Template. Organize the
six animal pictures differently on each card in three lines with two animals per line. Also, you may ask
students to draw the animals on the Bingo cards in a previous class.
 Begin class by quickly reviewing the animal vocabulary words. Hold up animal pictures and ask for
student volunteers to say the name of each animal. Then have the entire class pronounce that animal
word.
 Integrate the newly learned structures: “Do you like___?” “I like___” “I don’t like” “And you?” As you
conduct this review, check for understanding.
 Lead the students in the singing of the Animal Song orally.
 As for now students should be familiar with the rest of the animals through learning the song. Teach the
rest of the animals in the same pattern as you did on the second day.
 Hand out the pre-made Bingo cards and buttons (or pieces of colored paper if buttons are unavailable) to
use as Bingo markers. Be sure to have enough cards and Bingo markers for everyone in the class.
 Explain the rules for playing Bingo, as many of the children may never have played this game before.
Ask students to place their buttons on the pictures of the animals as they hear you say each one. The
first student to cover three animals in a straight line wins the Bingo game.
 Give the students several opportunities to practice their interpretive skills by playing several games
prior to the end of class.
Day Six

Begin class by displaying any related YouTube video clip (links to some videos are attached above).
Review the names of the animals, and the sounds they make.
 Conduct the interpretive assessment. Distribute a copy of Attachment 2 and six different crayons or
colored pencils. Ask students to write their names in Arabic at the top. Have them put down the pencils.
 Explain that they are to listen for the name of an animal. They will circle the animal you name with the
crayon/pencil color that you tell them. For example, say in Arabic and hold up a blue crayon/color
pencil. Before saying the name of the animal, make sure that everyone has that color crayon in her or

خطواتي
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G1 - UNIT THREE: Pets and Animals
ESSENTIAL QUESTION: Why do we need animals?



his hand. Then, call out, “Cat.” Ask students to draw a circle using a specific color around each animal
picture.
End the Day by singing the song and have each student lift up the animal flash card or stuffed animal
while singing.

Day Seven
 Prior to this Day, mark off a two-part table graph on the floor where students can graphically
categorize the animals that they like and dislike.
 As students enter the classroom, have them take a stuffed animal out of the “Magic box” and tell you
its Arabic name before they sit in a big circle on the floor around the area you have graphed.
 Review the vocabulary for the expressions “I like…….” and “ I don’t like…….” with the students. Ask
them if they like or dislike the animal that they are holding and elicit either positive “Yes, I like,” or
negative “I don’t like……” responses.
 Conduct graphing activities in which you ask students with different animals to place their stuffed
animals on one part of the graph if they like their animal or on the other part of the graph if they dislike
their animal. For example, ask all of the students who are holding dogs “Do you like dogs?” Have them
respond aloud in a complete sentence and place their animal on the correct part of the floor graph. Then
count the dogs in each portion of the graph aloud as a class. Decide whether more people like or dislike
dogs.
 Repeat this activity with the other animals. If time permits, have the students exchange their stuffed
animal for a different one and continue to discuss the likes and dislikes of things in the class.
Day Eight
 Use the flash cards to review the names of the animals. Show the flash cards to the students one by one
and ask them to pronounce the word in Arabic and try to spell it based on the sound of letters.
 Group students into pairs. Give each student two or three different stuffed animals.
Using the vocabulary and target structures, model a complete dialogue based on the concepts of having
and liking. You might consider using two different animal hand puppets or stuffed animals as you
model the conversation. See Attachment 5, Suggested Peer Conversation, for more ideas.
 Ask the students to imitate your dialogue as a class and individually. Use different animal examples
as you have the students practice. You may conduct the Inside-outside circle activity to perform the
dialogs.
 Be sure to review the structure “And you?” and encourage them to use it.
 Have students trade partners a couple of times to have the experience of talking with different
classmates. By the end of class, students should be able to carry on this dialogue without the teacher
assistance.

Day Nine
 Review the dialogue that students practiced in the previous day.
 Divide the class into groups of two. Give each child two or three different stuffed animals. Have the
students perform the dialogues. Students should hold up the animals that they are asking their partners about.

خطواتي
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G1 - UNIT THREE: Pets and Animals
ESSENTIAL QUESTION: Why do we need animals?






Videotape each pair of students.
Next, videotape all of the students performing the Animal Song.
Review the recordings of the students’ performances at a convenient time after class.
Refer to the Scoring Guidelines when you assess. Show the videotape at an Open House, school
assembly, or other school or community event, which might occur at a later date than when this unit is
taught.
When students have finished with their assessments, have a quiet activity for them to work on, for
example, an animal coloring sheet or additional children’s books about animals they can read. This
could be found at Al-Masdar: http://www.oercommons.org/.

Days 10, 11, 12, 13 and Fourteen
 You will follow the same steps as in Unit 1 “Things in my Backpack and Classroom” (Days 13-18).
 Teach letters ( ض-)ز.
 Have students practice the connection between letters by handing them hand-written worksheets to connect
letters according to the rules on connection.
Example:
 د = اسد+  س+ ا

DIFFERENTIATED INSTRUCTIONAL SUPPORT:
Allow students who are initially hesitant to use word sounds or short expressions that correctly respond to
the questions.
 Partner these students in subsequent activities with students who can provide a strong modeling of the
learned sentences.
 Use Attachment 5, Alternative Assessment Worksheet, with students who don’t achieve your primary
objectives or students with IEPs
 Modify the time needed for this unit based on class size and time it takes to complete the activity.
.

LIST OF ATTACHMENTS:
Attachment 1: Pre-Assessment Response Sheet
Attachment 2: Interpretive Assessment Response Sheet.
Attachment 3: Bingo Card Template.
Attachment 4: PowerPoint for the Animal Song.
Attachment 5: Alternative Interpretive Assessment
Attachment 6: Suggested dialog among students.

خطواتي
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G1 - UNIT THREE: Pets and Animals
ESSENTIAL QUESTION: Why do we need animals?
EXTENSIONS AND HOME CONNECTIONS
TO BE SENT HOME
Pets and Animals
Name: ______________________________________
Date:______/______/___________
In our Arabic class, your child is learning the vocabulary listed below. Please encourage your child to teach a
family member these words. Please don’t show your child the transliteration as s/he is learning to read the
Arabic script directly without any English references. If the unit includes a song or rhyme have your child sing
it for you and perform body gestures.

English

Transliteration

Arabic

Dog

Kalb

ملة

Cat

qetah

قطه

Cow

baqarah

تقرج

Duck

batah

تطه

hemmaar

حمار

Horse

hessaan

حصان

Fox

Tha’alab

ثعلة

Monkey

qird

قرد

Chicken

dajaajah

دجاجح

Frog

Defda’a

ضفدع

Bear

Dob
Ladya , Ma’ie qetah

دب
 عندي قطه, لدي

I don’t have (a cat).

Layssa ladya qetah

ليس لدي قطه

Do you have (a dog)?

Hal ladayka kalb?

هل لديل ملة؟

Ana ouhib al-baqarah

انا احة الثقرج

Donkey

I have (a cat).

I like (Cow).
I don’t like (Cow).
And you?

Ana laa ouib al-baqarah
Wa anta (m)/anti (f)?

انا ال احة الثقرج
وانت ؟

Ana ouheb al-arnab wa anta
(m)?/ anti (f)?
Ana ldaya batah wa anta?

انا احة االرانة وانت؟

Do you like (dogs)?

Hal touhib alkilaab?

هل تحة النالب؟

I like (Horses).

Ana ouheb alhissan

انا احة الحصان

I like (rabbits), and you?
I have (a Duck), and you?

خطواتي
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G1 - UNIT THREE: Pets and Animals
ESSENTIAL QUESTION: Why do we need animals?
Attachment 1
Pre-Assessment Response Sheet
Name:…………………………………………….

Date:……/……/…………..

Circle or mark X on the animal that makes the sound you hear.
1.

2.

3.

خطواتي
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G1 - UNIT THREE: Pets and Animals
ESSENTIAL QUESTION: Why do we need animals?
Attachment 2
Interpretive Assessment Response Sheet
Name:…………………………………………

Date:……/……../…………

Listen to your teacher and circle each animal that you hear with the colored pencil your teacher tells you to use.

خطواتي
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G1 - UNIT THREE: Pets and Animals
ESSENTIAL QUESTION: Why do we need animals?
Attachment 3
Bingo Card Template

BINGO

Attachment 4
The PowerPoint for the “Animals Song”
Please email me to receive this attachment and others (wafawzy@cps.edu)

خطواتي
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G1 - UNIT THREE: Pets and Animals
ESSENTIAL QUESTION: Why do we need animals?
Attachment 5
Alternative Interpretive Assessment Worksheet.
Name:……………………………………………..
Listen to your teacher and circle each animal that you hear with the colored pencil your teacher tells you to use.

خطواتي
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G1 - UNIT THREE: Pets and Animals
ESSENTIAL QUESTION: Why do we need animals?
Attachment 6
Suggested Peer Conversation

Student A
Hello

Student B

مرحبا

Hello

مرحبا

(or other appropriate
greeting)

Do you have a
rabbit? هل معك او لديك او عندك ارنب؟

Yes, I have a rabbit.

نعم معي او لدي ارنب

OR No, I don’t have a rabbit.
ليس معي أو لدي أرنب
Do you like rabbit?

هل جحب األرنب ؟

Yes, I like rabbit.
نعم أحب األرنب
OR No, I don’t like rabbit.
ال أحب األرنب
And you? و انث؟

Yes, I like rabbit.
نعم أحب األرنب
OR No, I don’t like rabbit.
ال أحب األرنب

Note to Teacher: You can replace the rabbit by other animals.

GENERAL TIPS
After piloting this unit, Arabic language teachers made the following suggestions:
 Teachers may choose to use stuffed animals as props throughout this unit.
 Instructors may also download Arabic animal sounds to interest students in making comparisons.
 My students enjoyed the unit, especially when they act like the animals and make the animal sound.
 Vocabulary is appropriate. We had a stuffed animal day where they bought their animals and
identified them in Arabic. We only covered the verbs "have" and "don't have" to review the verb
"have" that we learned in the family unit. Also, I introduced the question, "Do you have?"

خطواتي
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ﻛﻠﺐ

ﻗﻄﺔ

ﺑﻘﺮة

ﺑﻄﺔ

ﺣﻤﺎر

ﺣﺼﺎن

ﺛﻌﻠﺐ

ﻗﺮد

دﺟﺎﺟﺔ

دب

ﺿﻔﺪع

G1 - UNIT FOUR: Describing Family and Friends
ESSENTIAL QUESTION: Why are we different?
OBJECTIVES:

UNIT DESCRIPTION:

Students can:
 Identify the physical
features of family
members and friends,
such as tall, short,
heavyset, thin, old and
young
 Ask and answer
questions about the
physical features of
family members and
friends
 Describe the basic
physical features of
family members and
friends.

In this multi-day unit, students will gain the ability to describe different
physical features of family members and friends in Arabic. Students will ask
and respond to simple questions about physical features. Students will also
express their own descriptions regarding the physical features of family
members and friends. Finally, students will be able to compare different
physical features of family members and friends in Arabic.

DURATION:

UNIT MODES OF FOCUS:

Twelve Days

Interpretive, Interpersonal & Presentational

STANDARDS
ACTFL Standard:
Communication: Communicate in languages other than English.

MATERIALS, RESOURCES AND USEFUL WEB SITES:







Visuals/flash cards, pictures of families, and of people of varying physical features
Students from the class or other people of different heights, body types, and ages.
Sinbad cartoon DVDs. And “ ”طويل قصيرsong.
Family members Poster.
Recommended game from Kagan Inside-outside circle.
Alphabet and related words PowerPoint.

خطواتي
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G1 - UNIT FOUR: Describing Family and Friends
ESSENTIAL QUESTION: Why are we different?

VOCABULARY AND STRUCTURES
Tall

طويل

Short

قصير

Heavyset

سمين

Thin

نحيل

Old

عجوز

Young

صغير

Who is tall/short？

 قصير؟/من طويل

Who is heavyset/thin?

 نحيل؟/ من سمين

Who is old/young？

 صغير؟/ من كبير
Family members

Grandpa

جد

Grandma

جدة

Dad

اب

Mother

ام

Me/I

انا

Brother

اخ
اخت

Sister

خطواتي
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G1 - UNIT FOUR: Describing Family and Friends
ESSENTIAL QUESTION: Why are we different?
PRE-ASSESSMENT & SCORING GUIDELINES
PRE-ASSESSMENT:
Using pictures of families and friends with different features (heights, body type and ages) and through TPR,
have students act out the features (heights, body types and ages) of the people in the pictures
 Pass out Attachment 1, Pre-Assessment Comparison, and discuss with the students the images they see.
First, ask them to introduce the family members or friends. Then ask them to point out who is tall in the
picture, who is short, who is heavyset, who is thin, who is old, and who is young? You may need to act out
the words as you say them, in order to facilitate the students’ understanding.
 Using two students with different heights to stand in front of the class. Ask students to identify who is tall
and who is short.
 Repeat the activity using body types and ages.

PRE-ASSESSMENT SCORING GUIDELINES:
The following scale can be used to determine the students’ knowledge of people’s physical features:
 6 correctly compared - Students are very familiar with the concept.
- No remediation is necessary.
 4-5 correctly compared - Students are somewhat familiar with the concept.
- Minor remediation may or may not be needed.
 2-3 correctly compared - Students are slightly familiar with the topic.
- Remediation is needed.
 0-1 correctly compared - Students have little or no prior knowledge of concept.
- Students need significant remediation.

خطواتي
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G1 - UNIT FOUR: Describing Family and Friends
ESSENTIAL QUESTION: Why are we different?
UNIT ASSESSMENTS
INTERPRETIVE ASSESSMENT:
Using Attachment 1, Pre-assessment Comparison worksheet, have students indicate who is tall, who is short,
etc.

INTERPRETIVE ASSESSMENT SCORING GUIDELINES:
6 out of 6
4-5 out of 6
2-3 out of 6
0-1 out of 6

Strong understanding of features
Adequate understanding of features
Poor understanding of features / Need remediation
Insufficient understanding of features / Need remediation

INTERPERSONAL ASSESSMENT:
Ask students questions about their physical features such as heights, body types and ages. Make sure students
get to express their own meaning.

INTERPERSONAL ASSESSMENT SCORING GUIDELINES:
Use the Interpretive Assessment Scoring Guidelines

PRESENTATIONAL ASSESSMENT:
Students will be paired up to act out a conversation in front of class and sing the  طويل قصيرsong.

PRESENTATIONAL ASSESSMENT SCORING GUIDELINES:
Listen as the students describe the physical features of their family members and friends. Mark a check on
Attachment C based on students’ performances. The teacher will evaluate students based on the following
criteria:
6 out of 6
Correct pronunciation and singing at a normal rate
4-5 out of 6 A few minor pronunciation errors and hesitations
2-3 out of 6 Many pronunciation errors and hesitations
0-1 out of 6 Needs remediation

خطواتي
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G1 - UNIT FOUR: Describing Family and Friends
ESSENTIAL QUESTION: Why are we different?
SEQUENCE OF ACTIVITIES:
Day One
 Complete the pre-assessment activities as stated above.
 Hold up or post a picture of a family. Ask students to indicate who is tall/short? Use TPR to have students
act out the physical features.
 Using Attachment 1, Pre-Assessment Comparison, discuss with the students the images they see. Ask them,
"Who is tall and who is short?" Students are to answer the questions in full sentences.
 Clearly pronounce the words “tall” and “short.”
 Have students repeat the words “tall” and “short” until you are satisfied with their pronunciation.
 Make sure you pronounce each letter sound clearly and have students guess the letter to reinforce the
spelling and letters recognition.
 Show students a picture of Amr Diab, the Egyptian Singer. Students are then supposed to say “tall.” Show
the students some pictures of people with different heights. Ask students to say “tall” or “short” according
to people’s heights.
 Record students’ performances on Attachment 2.
 Teach the first part of “Tall, Short/  قصير, ”طويلsong found in Sinbad Kit. You may also demonstrate the
video clip for it.
Day Two
 Showing some of the photos used in day one, review the new words with the students.
 Using Attachment 1, Pre-Assessment Comparison, discuss with the students the images they see. Ask them,
“Who is heavyset and who is thin?” Students are to answer the questions in full sentences.
 Clearly pronounce the words “heavyset” and “thin.” You may also say the feminine adjectives of
“heavyset” and “thin.” Do this for all physical features.
 Have students repeat the words “heavyset” and “thin” until you are satisfied with their pronunciation.
 Make sure you pronounce each letter sound clearly and have students guess the letter.
 Show students a picture of a Hussin Aljassmi or Nabil Shoeil (famous singers). Have students say
“heavyset.” Show students some pictures of heavyset or thin people. Ask students to say “heavyset” or
“thin” according to people’s body types.
 Record students’ performances on Attachment 2.
 Teach the second part of  نحيل,  سمينsong found in Sinbad Kit. Show the video clip for the song and have
students sing with the clip.
Day Three
 Showing some of the photos used in days one and two, review the new words.
Using Attachment 1, Pre-Assessment Comparison, discuss with the students the images they see. Ask them,
"Who is old and who is young?” ( ) من عجوز و من صغير؟Students are to answer the questions in full sentences.
 Clearly pronounce the words “old” and “young.”
 Have students repeat the words “old” and “young” until you are satisfied with their pronunciation.
 Make sure you pronounce each letter sound clearly and have students guess the letter.
 Show students a picture of an old person Omar Sherif. Have students say “old” then show students some

خطواتي
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G1 - UNIT FOUR: Describing Family and Friends
ESSENTIAL QUESTION: Why are we different?


pictures of old or young person. Have students say “old” or “young,” according to people’s ages.
Record students’ performances on Attachment 2.

Day Four
 Hold a picture of a family or poster, Attachment 4. Then ask the students to answer the question in a full
sentence in Arabic (e.g., “Dad is tall”), and then ask the students, “Who is short?” Ask individual students
to answer the question in a full sentence in Arabic (e.g., “I’m short”).
 Next, ask two students with different heights come to the front of the class. Then ask students, “Who is
tall?” Ask individual students to answer the question in a full sentence in Arabic (e.g. “John is tall”). Then
ask the students, “Who is short?” Ask individual students to answer the question in a full sentence in Arabic
(e.g, “Paul is short”).
 Using a picture each student has brought in of their own family, have students work in pairs. One student
may ask his partner using his partner’s family picture “Who is tall?” The other student needs to answer the
question in a full sentence in Arabic. Have the students change roles. I highly suggest you play the InsideOutside Circle from Kagan Strategies.
 Conclude the day by asking some pairs of students to act out the dialogue in front of the class.
Day Five
 Start the Day by singing the Sinbad song.
 Hold up a picture of a family, Attachment 4. Ask the students, “Who is heavyset?” Ask individual students
to answer the question in a full sentence in Arabic script (e.g., “Dad is heavyset”). Then ask the students,
"Who is thin?" Ask individual students to answer the question in a full sentence in Arabic (e.g., “I’m thin”).
 Using the photos the students have brought in, again ask students to work in pairs. Have one student ask his
partner, “Who is Thin / heavyset?" The other student needs to answer the question in a full sentence in
Arabic. Have students change roles.
 Conclude the day by asking some pairs of students to act out the dialogue before class.
Day Six
 Hold a picture of a family, Attachment 4. Then ask the students, “Who is old?” Ask individual student to
answer the question in a full sentence in Arabic. Then ask the students, “Who is young?” Ask individual
student to answer the question in a full sentence in Arabic.
 Next, ask a student to come to stand beside you. Then, ask students, “Who is old?” Ask individual student
to answer the question in a full sentence in Arabic. Then ask the students, “Who is young?” Ask individual
student to answer the question in a full sentence in Arabic.
 Using the photos the students have brought in, again ask students to work in pairs. One student may ask his
partner with his partner’s family picture, “Who is old?” The other student needs to answer the question in a
full sentence in Arabic. Have students change roles. You can also play the Inside-Outside Circle as
recommended before.
 Conclude the day by showing the Sinbad videos that displays the different physical features and sing the
song.
Day Seven
 Use the following activities to review the unit vocabulary:

خطواتي
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G1 - UNIT FOUR: Describing Family and Friends
ESSENTIAL QUESTION: Why are we different?
Say a word of people’s physical features: “tall,” “short,” “heavyset,” “thin,” “old,” and “young.” Students
should then try to show the physical features with their gestures. When the teacher says “tall,” students
could show the meaning with their gestures by raising their hands above the head; When the teacher says
“short,” students could show the meaning with their gestures by squatting; When the teacher says
“heavyset,” students could show the meaning by stretching out their arms with the hands towards the floor;
and when the teacher says “thin,” students can show the meaning by putting their arms by their sides, lower
their shoulders, and maybe raise their chins. When you say “old,” students can show the meaning by
walking slowly. When you say “young,” the students can show the meaning by being dynamic.





Use the following sentence patterns to review the unit vocabulary and include the feminine adjectives of all
physical features:
“Who is tall/short?”
“(John/Kate) is tall/short.”
“Who is heavyset/thin?”
“(Dad/Mom) is heavyset/thin.”
“Who is old/young?”
“(Grandpa) is old. (I) am young.”
Using the family photos and with students working in pairs, have students act out the conversations practice
on days, four, five, and six, for the class. Assess their performances using Attachment 3.
Conclude the class by singing Tall, Short song.

Days 8, 9, 10, 11 and Twelve (Reading).
 You will follow the same steps as in Unit 1 “Things in my Backpack and Classroom” (Days 13-18).
 Teach letters (  ف- ) ط.
 Have students practice the connection between letters by handing them hand-written worksheets to connect
letters according to the rules of connection. Or you may do it on the board.
Example:
 د = اسد+  س+ ا

DIFFERENTIATED INSTRUCTIONAL SUPPORT:
Provide heritage students with more detailed physical features such very tall (e.g., Amr Diab, the singer), a
little bit tall (e.g., the difference between classmates), very short, and kind of short. Then, also present very
heavyset, a little bit heavyset, very thin, a little bit thin, etc.

LIST OF ATTACHMENTS:
Attachment 1, Pre-Assessment, Pre-Assessment Comparison
Attachment 2, People’s Physical Feature Grid
Attachment 3, Presentational Performance Chart
Attachment 4, PowerPoint slide (family Poster)

NOTES FOR TEACHER:
Encourage students to teach family members the physical features they have learned at school.
Encourage students to describe the people in photos from magazines or newspapers to their family.
خطواتي
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G1 - UNIT FOUR: Describing Family and Friends
ESSENTIAL QUESTION: Why are we different?
EXTENSIONS AND HOME CONNECTIONS
TO BE SENT HOME
Describing Family and Friends
Name: ______________________________________
Date:______/______/______________
In our Arabic class, your child is learning the vocabulary listed below. Please encourage your child to teach a
family member these words. Please don’t show your child the transliteration as s/he is learning to read the
Arabic script directly without any English references. If the unit includes a song or rhyme, please have your
child sing it for you and perform body gestures.

Tall

Taweel

طويل

Short

Qasseer

قصير

Heavyset

Sameen

سمين

Thin

Naheel

نحيل

Old

Ajouz

عجوز

Sagheer

صغير

Young

Man Taweel / Qaseer?

 قصير؟/من طويل

Who is heavyset/thin?

Man Saameen / Naheel?

 نحيل؟/ من سمين

Who is old/young？

Man Kabeer / Sagheer?

 صغير؟/ من كبير

Who is tall/short？

Family members

Grandpa

Jad

جد

Grandma

Jadah

جدة

Dad

Ab

اب

Mother

Um

ام

Me/I

Ana

انا

Brother

Akh

اخ

Sister

خطواتي
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G1 - UNIT FOUR: Describing Family and Friends
ESSENTIAL QUESTION: Why are we different?
Attachment 1
Pre-Assessment Comparison
1. Use these photos to help you learn to describe the members of a family.

خطواتي
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G1 - UNIT FOUR: Describing Family and Friends
ESSENTIAL QUESTION: Why are we different?

2. Use these to help you learn the words for the physical features.

خطواتي
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G1 - UNIT FOUR: Describing Family and Friends
ESSENTIAL QUESTION: Why are we different?
Attachment 2
People’s Physical Feature Grid
Physical features

Points
Tall

Height

Short
Body type

Heavyset
Thin

Age

Old
Young

Total points

خطواتي
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G1 - UNIT FOUR: Describing Family and Friends
ESSENTIAL QUESTION: Why are we different?
Attachment 3
Presentational Performance Chart
Questions and
answers
Who is tall/short,
heavyset/thin, Who
is old/young?

Physical features
Height
tall

short

Body type
heav
yset

thin

Age
old

Point

young

Family members
Friends
Total points

Attachment 4
A family poster which is designed in PowerPoint format that could be enlarged to make a poster or you may display it
on overhead projector. It will be found with the flash cards for this unit.

خطواتي
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G1 - UNIT FOUR: Describing Family and Friends
ESSENTIAL QUESTION: Why are we different?

GENERAL TIPS
After piloting this unit, Arabic language teachers made the following suggestions:
•Modify the time needed for this unit based on class size and the time it takes to move through the activity
sequence.
•Have pictures or drawings of a family, and of various people with the physical characteristics being taught.
•Have students bring in a family photo or a drawing of their families.

خطواتي
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طﻮﯾﻞ

ﻗﺼﯿﺮ

ﺳﻤﯿﻦ

ﻧﺤﯿﻞ

ﻋﺠﻮز

ﺻﻐﯿﺮ

ﺟﺪ

ﺟﺪة

اب

ام

اخ

اﺧﺖ

G1 - UNIT FIVE: Weather and Seasons
ESSENTIAL QUESTION: How does the weather affect our daily lives?
OBJECTIVES:
Students can:
 Identify and name the
four seasons: spring,
summer, fall, and winter
 Identify and name the
basic weather in each
season (e.g., It is raining, it
is snowing, hot and cold)
 Place two major Arabic
 االعيادcorrectly in the
proper seasons:
عيذ االحضى: celebrated
in winter
عيذ الفطز: celebrated in
summer
 Express likes and
dislikes related to seasons
and weather
(e.g., I like spring / I
dislike/don’t like
winter)
 Read Arabic letters
and words for the
seasons

UNIT DESCRIPTION:
In this multiple-day unit, students will gain the ability to use appropriate
words and phrases to identify weather and seasons and to share their
preferences about the topic. Students will orally identify the seasons as
well as in reading as they practice spelling and pronouncing for each
word. Students will also have opportunities to review previously learned
months, colors, and numbers by singing songs.

DURATION:

UNIT MODES OF FOCUS:
Interpretive, Interpersonal & Presentational

Fourteen Days

STANDARDS
ACTFL Standards:
Communication: Communicate in different languages other than
English
Cultures: Gain knowledge and understanding of other cultures.

MATERIALS, RESOURCES AND USEFUL WEB SITES:
Pictures: Flowers, bright sun, a raining day, falling leaves, snowman,
A child who’s hot (Teacher may present this with body gestures by whipping sweat)
A child shriving on a snowing day (Teacher may present this with body gestures by folding arms)
 Detachable monthly calendar made in the Calendar Unit.
 Flash cards with four seasons and any YouTube videos for the two Arabic Holidays; & عيذ الفطز
( االحضىArabic words at one side, pictures on the other side)
 Paper, poster board, glue and tape.
 Happy or thumbs up and sad or thumbs down visuals to convey like and dislike or a picture of a happy
and sad heart, found in the flash card".
 Visuals to show  االعيادincluding a picture of an envelope containing  العيذmoney or Eideyah ( ) عيذيةfor
kids and food for a family reunion.
 Stories about  االعيادcan be narrated in English, “Ramadan”, found in Barns and Nobles website. Also,
there is a song about “Ramadan” in English found ww.arabicforkids.com. Also, traditional treats for
العيذ, and if possible, samples of a “Eid Cookies  ”كعك العيذfor students to taste.
 Sinbad cartoon and audio CD for the song.
خطواتي
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G1 - UNIT FIVE: Weather and Seasons
ESSENTIAL QUESTION: How does the weather affect our daily lives?
VOCABULARY AND STRUCTURES
Spring

ربيع

Flower

وردة
 ممطز/مطز

Rain/raining

صيف

Summer

مشمس

Sunny
Hot

دار

Fall

خزيف

Wind

رياح

Winter

شتاء

Snow/snowing

 مثلج/ثلج

Snowman

رجل الثلج

Cold

بارد

Eid

عيذ

Note: The Arabic Script for the language structures is found below in Attachment 1, Weather Expressions.
2. This is + name of the season.
This is spring.
This is summer.
This is fall/ autumn.
This is winter.
3. Name of the Season + Weather.
Summer is hot
Winter is cold.

4. I like/dislike + name of season or weather.
I like winter.
I don’t like summer.

خطواتي
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G1 - UNIT FIVE: Weather and Seasons
ESSENTIAL QUESTION: How does the weather affect our daily lives?
PRE-ASSESSMENT & SCORING GUIDELINES
PRE-ASSESSMENT:
Assessing their prior knowledge of months and seasons will enable you to connect to this background
information to the target language expressions for months, seasons and weather in Arabic.
 Show a monthly calendar and have students repeat the names of the months in Arabic. Repeat this several
times.
 Then, show pictures of different seasons and state, “This is winter.” هذا فصل الشتاء, etc., until the students
have seen all the seasons. Have them repeat the name of each season after you. Use appropriate gestures
to assist in their recall, such as wiping your forehead to indicate it is hot. NOTE: “This” in the above
statement indicates the picture. When said properly in English, it should be, “It is winter.”
 Next, prompt the students to indicate what season it is in certain months based on their prior knowledge
using the following months: January, April, July, and September. For example, hold up the visual for
summer, and then ask, “In January, is it summer?” (  ) هل ينايز في الصيف ؟Students should respond with
“No.” Continue asking in this manner until they have correctly matched each season.

PRE-ASSESSMENT SCORING GUIDELINES:
The Pre-Assessment is not scored. Listen as students recite the names of the months. If most of the class can
recite the names of the months, proceed. If not, review the names of the months again by teaching the Months
Song from the calendar unit. If the students have difficulty matching the seasons and months, then spend
some time discussing what happens in each season. Coordinate this instruction with the classroom teacher.

خطواتي
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G1 - UNIT FIVE: Weather and Seasons
ESSENTIAL QUESTION: How does the weather affect our daily lives?
UNIT ASSESSMENTS
INTERPRETIVE ASSESSMENT:
Have students identify the four seasons and learned weather expressions by having them point to or touch the
appropriate visual flash card according to your oral directions. Students will then arrange these visuals into a
table graph indicating personal likes and dislikes.

INTERPRETIVE ASSESSMENT SCORING GUIDELINES:
3
2

1

Student appropriately identifies season and weather visuals all of the time.
Student appropriately arranges visuals according to her/his stated likes and dislikes.
Student appropriately identifies season and weather visuals most of the time.
Student appropriately arranges visuals according to her/his stated likes and dislikes most of
the time.
Student unable to identify seasons and weather visuals.
Student unable to arrange visuals according to her/his stated likes and dislikes.

INTERPERSONAL ASSESSMENT:
Using pictures illustrating the weather and seasons, ask students to talk about their likes and dislikes of the
seasons and weather.

INTERPERSONAL ASSESSMENT SCORING GUIDELINES:
3 Student appropriately responds to questions about likes and dislikes related to seasons and weather
all the time.
2 Student appropriately responds to questions about likes and dislikes related to seasons and
weather most of the time.
1 Student has difficulty responding to questions about seasons and weather.

PRESENTATIONAL ASSESSMENT:
Students perform (“  )”الفصولsong, found in Sinbad kit, using movements.

PRESENTATIONAL ASSESSMENT SCORING GUIDELINES:
3
2
1

خطواتي
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Student unable to perform the song.
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G1 - UNIT FIVE: Weather and Seasons
ESSENTIAL QUESTION: How does the weather affect our daily lives?
SEQUENCE OF ACTIVITIES:
Day One
 Conduct the pre-assessment. Determine whether further review of the months and seasons is needed.
 Show and teach the first part of the seasons video clip and song. Have students repeat this with you
several times (summer part).
 Have available four large sheets of paper and markers at the front of the class. At the top of each paper,
write “It is” “  ”هذا فصلand the name of each season. Attach the large font paper, Attachment 3. Print our
each slide and stick next to the word “It is___” To make the sentence ""هذا فصل الصيف
 Model reading the word for each season as you pronounce it for the class. Invite students to spell and
read the words as you pronounce the sound of each letter and students guess the letter. Make sure you
allow students to trace the words with their fingers so they can learn the shapes of the letters.
 For each season, brainstorm with the students what they do or see in that season. For example, on the
paper marked “It is summer,” draw those things that students mention when prompted “summer is hot.”
“What do you do or see in summer?” Give several examples like “I go the beach,” and then draw a beach
and umbrellas. Then say, “I swim” and draw someone surfing or swimming. Allow the students to give
ideas of things to draw in English and then provide the expression in Arabic. The purpose here is to allow
them to associate their knowledge of seasons with the expressions: It is: winter/spring/summer/fall.
 Do this same activity for each season. Keep these papers for use throughout the unit.
 End class by singing the first part of the song.
Day Two
 Begin by having students watch the video clip for the song and sing the first part.
 Take out the season papers you brainstormed with your students during the last class. Quickly review the
phrases for each season (It is winter/spring/summer/fall) as you point to each paper. Ask the students to
repeat after you and to spell words as their knowledge allows.
 Ask individual students to come to the front and provide the name of each season as she or he points to
the paper. Have the student trace the word on the paper using her/his finger.
 Next, have an envelope, which you prepared earlier, with flash cards for each month.
These flash cards will have visuals with English on the top part of the card and the Arabic word on
the bottom half (you may print out the months’ flash cards from the Months PowerPoint). Pull out
each flash card and ask students to repeat the name after you. Repeat this several times.
 Take the flash cards and then use adhesive to attach them to the large paper as you state aloud how
you are sorting the months. For example, you might take the flash card for January and say,
“January…Is it in the spring? Is it in the summer? Is it in the fall? Or is it in the winter?” Hold the
flash card in front of each large paper as you ask a question and pause to allow the students some
time to think and respond. Encourage students to respond using the entire expression you have
modeled: “It is ___.” ....... هذا فصلIf they provide part of the correct response, then rephrase using the
complete sentence for all students to hear.
 Print attachment 3 multiple times and cut each season and glue it next to the months.
 Continue in this oral fashion about months and seasons until all the months of the year have been sorted
according to season. Review the months and their seasons afterwards.
 Display the song video clip and teach the second part (fall Part). Students should learn this part faster as
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they are familiar with words.
Day Three
 Review the months and seasons the class worked on last time. Use the large font paper to recap the
vocabulary as a class. Ask volunteers to name the months or seasons individually. Ask students to come
and trace with fingers and spell words to their maximum extent the word for each season.
 Then, teach students the first seven sentences in Attachment 1, Season and Weather Sentences. Have
them repeat them several times after you. Point to the large paper as you do this, or show the flash
cards, so students will be able to associate the oral and visual cues.
 Verify their comprehension by asking yes/no questions, for example:  هل الصيف حار؟then short-answer
questions after two or three visuals are introduced. For example, ask, “What is this?” while pointing to
picture/flash card. Students should answer, “This/It is summer.”
 Next, ask individual students to come forward. Present the flash cards, but have the image and words
facing away from the student. Have her or him select one card.
S/he must then show it to the class while you ask, “What is this?” S/he must then respond correctly,
“This/It is___.”
Assist the students as necessary in recalling the new phrases and vocabulary and in stating a full sentence.
 Teach the third part of the song while showing the video clip (winter Part). Make sure you include
body gestures while singing about each season.
Day Four
 Review the Seasons Song, but add hand and body movements to represent seasons.
 Review the first seven phrases from Attachment 1, learned in the last day. Use flash cards and other
visuals to help students recall the new phrases and vocabulary. Consider including a gesture (e.g.,
wiping forehead, hugging arms) while you say each term for the weather. Have students mimic these
gestures. Practice this as a class and then call on individuals to demonstrate the gestures.
 Ask yes/no, choice, then short-answer questions after two or three visuals are introduced. As an example,
you might show a picture of a sunny beach and ask
“What is this?”, while you point to picture/flash card. Students then should answer, “This is summer.
Summer is hot.” Encourage students to use the gestures when saying the weather.
 Display one of the large chart or butcher papers you have prepared. Have students come forward to
trace the words and spell them to their extent. Each prepared paper has the name of every season written
in large font. As an example, present “spring” to the class and ask for a few volunteers to come forward
to use their finger to trace the word and spell it. Hold the visual you have been using in class that
matches the season being presented. Ask the rest of the class to participate by using a finger to trace the
words in the air.
 Then, have students sit at their tables/desks. Distribute the large font handouts (Four Seasons Large Font
Paper, see Attachment 3. Have each group of students color one of the seasons. If you just presented
“spring,” then the handout should have spring on it. There are some visuals or images on the handout so
students will be able to associate the word with the season.
Make sure you prepare crayons or color pencils for students to use.


When you ask students to spell or read words for seasons, make sure you explain how the Arabic letters
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are connected to each other as stated on the P.P Arabic Alphabet and Related Words in the letters lessons.
End the day by singing the Seasons song using the movements and body gestures.

Day Five
 Call out the weather and have students make the appropriate gestures.
 Have available a calendar large enough for all to see. Review the names of the months with the students
in Arabic.
 Using the large paper from the previous days, review the names of the seasons together, as well.
 Next, take a visual for any  عيذor Spring Fest (  ) عيذ الزبيع – عيذ شن النسينin April and dramatically
place it in the correct month. Have students repeat the name of festival. Describe the festival briefly
in English to students so they understand the cultural significance.
 After, remove the  العيذvisuals and stick them randomly on the calendar, asking “Correct/Not correct?”
Repeat this several times as a class. Be sure to place on correct months by the end of practice.

Place several month, season and weather visuals on the bulletin, white board or any flat surface. These
should be visible to the entire class. Review these visuals as a class.
 Next, explain that you will say one of the phrases learned and that you will ask individuals to point
to/indicate the matching visual. As an example, you might say, “This is fall.” The student you call on
should stand up and point to the appropriate visual. Every student should have a turn to point to a
visual.
 Use this as an opportunity to informally assess the students. Use their performance as a guideline for
adjusting instruction. Additional review may or may not be necessary.
 Teach the fourth part of the song and display the song until the end without teaching the final part until
next day.
Day Six
 Review the weather expressions by pointing to visuals and making the gestures.
 Present another large font paper (see attachment 3) with the word for a different season (e.g.,
“summer”). Ask for volunteers to come forward and trace the words and spell them on the paper while
the rest of the class traces it in the air.
 Introduce the expressions “I like___,” and “I dislike___,” in relation to the weather and seasons. Use
a happy/sad or thumbs up/down visual to convey meaning.
 Ask individual students if they like certain seasons and weather as you point to the visuals.
Encourage each student to respond using a complete sentence.
 Next, teach the final nine phrases from Attachment 1. Use the same techniques as in day four to teach and
review these new phrases.
 Have students go to their tables/desks to trace the words and color the images for the season you
highlighted today (attachment 2, Tracing and Coloring Sheet).
 Teach the last part of the song to promote and fix the “I like___,” expression.
Day Seven
 Review the structures “I like___,” and “I dislike___,” with students and have them sing the last part of the
song.
 Review the newly learned nine phrases as a class using all necessary visuals.
 Call on individuals to answer questions such as: “Do you like winter? Is this (a picture of) summer? Is
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this (a picture of) a flower?) Assist students as necessary in their recall. If individuals have problems
answering, ask their classmates to help them out.







Next, keep the visuals available and flashcards from the unit and some kind of adhesive. Using large
chart paper, or the chalkboard, draw two table graphs. You may also indicate these on the class carpet
using tape. Above each table graph, place a symbol (a heart or smiling face) and the words: I like and I
dislike so students will be able to easily distinguish the two.
Distribute one visual (flash cards) to each student. Then ask her or him
“What is this?” while you point to picture/flash card. The student should answer,
“This/It is___” providing the appropriate response.
Next, ask student/s if s/he likes or dislikes that month, season or weather: She or he should respond
appropriately in a complete phrase: “I like___,” or “I dislike___.” Assist individuals as necessary
and encourage them to create a complete sentence by modeling if they provide only partial phrases.
Then ask, “Where does it go?” Have her or him place the visual on the correct table according to their
response. So, if she or he said that she or he likes that month, season, weather or العيذ, the visual should
be placed on the table indicating likes as opposed to dislikes, and vice versa.
Redistribute the visuals to display different opinions held by the students.

Day Eight
 Begin class by singing the full Seasons Song, using the movements and body gestures.
 Next, display the large font paper (see attachment 3, “fall”). Ask for volunteers to come forward to
trace and spell on the paper as the rest of the class traces in the air. Hold up an appropriate,
accompanying image.
 Then, present the large font paper for “winter.” Proceed in the same manner as before.
 Review all of the phrases learned thus far by placing the flash cards in a bag and pulling out one at
a time.
 Put them back into the bag. Ask for volunteers to come and take one out of the bag and then present it
to the class. If it is of a weather expression, encourage the student to use the learned gestures.
 Finally, put students in groups of two to four. Have them perform the Seasons Song in front of the class.
Assess each student according to the Presentational Scoring Guidelines.
Day Nine
 Have students draw a picture that represents each season on four separate sheets of white paper. Once
their picture is completed, they will cut out and glue the words for that season onto the correct page.
These words will have been traced in marker or crayon. See Attachment 2, Season Tracings, for the
handout to provide.
 Conduct the interpretive and interpersonal assessments while students are working at their desks on
their season drawings by calling individuals to a table with you. Have the visuals ready from the unit
placed to one side of the table.
 At the other side of the table, have the table graphs taped or depicted so that each student can arrange
visuals according to likes and dislikes.
 Next, ask the student questions learned during the unit, such as: “Do you like winter?
Is this (a picture of) summer? Is this (a picture of) a flower?” Point to the Spring Festival. Ask as
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many questions as necessary to give you an idea of the students' abilities. Students should respond
appropriately and accordingly.
From time to time, after asking an identification question, follow it up with a “Do you like/dislike…”
question. Then ask the student to appropriately arrange the visual in the table graph. For example, ask,
“Do you like spring?” The student might respond, “I like spring.” Then say, “Where does it go?” The
student should then place the visual in the appropriate table.
Score each student according to the Scoring Guidelines.

Day Ten
 Finish any remaining interpretive and interpersonal assessments.
 Have students finish any drawing, cutting and pasting necessary.
 Attach each student’s papers together (e.g., staple), and have each write
his/her name in Arabic on the top sheet.
 Ask each student to briefly present his/her drawings in Arabic.
 If time permits start talking to students in English about  االعيادand what happen during each  العيذby
displaying videos about each one them and telling them the story of Eideyah عيذية. Make a comparison
between events during Christmas and any العيذ. Show as many videos and tell students about the month
and season of each العيذ, stating how the date of each  العيذchanges every year.
Days 11,12,13, 14 and Fifteen
 You will follow the same steps as in Unit 1 “Things in my Backpack and Classroom” (Days 13-18).
 Teach letters (  م- ) ف.
 Have students practice the connection between letters by handing them hand-written worksheets to connect
letters according to the rules on connection.
Example:
 د = اسذ+  س+ ا

LIST OF ATTACHMENTS:
Attachment 1: Season and Weather Sentences
Attachment 2: Season Tracings and Coloring
Attachment 3: Large Font Paper
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EXTENSIONS AND HOME CONNECTIONS
TO BE SENT HOME
Weather and Seasons
Name: ______________________________________

Date:_____/_____/_________

In our Arabic class, your child is learning the vocabulary listed below. Please encourage your child to teach a
family member these words. Please don’t show your child the transliteration as s/he is learning to read the
Arabic script directly without any English references. If the unit includes a song or rhyme have your child sing
it for you and perform body gestures. The students have been learning about: the four seasons, months in
spring, months in summer, months in fall and months in winter, and Eids and Spring Fest.
English
Spring
Flower
Rain/raining
Summer
sunny
Hot
Fall
Wind
Winter
Snow/snowing
Snowman
Cold
Eid / Holiday
1. This is Spring.
2. It is raining
3. This is Summer.
4. Summer is hot.
5. This is Fall.
6. This is Winter.
7. It is cold.
8. This is a flower
9. It is sunny.
10. Leaves fall.
11. This is snowman.
12. It is snowing.
13. I don’t like Summer/ Spring / Winter / Fall

Transliteration
Rabee’a
wardah
Matar / mumter
sayf
mushmiss
haar
khareef
reeh
Shitaa’a
Thalig / muthlig
Rajol a-thalj
baared
eid
Hazaa fasalo a-rabee’a
A-jaow mumter
Haza faslo a-sayf
Asayf haar
Haza faslo al-khareef
Haza faslo a-shitaa’a
a-jaow bared
Hazehi wardah
Ajaow mushmiss
Tasqoto awraaq a-shajar
Haza ragol a-thalig
a-jaow muthlig
Laa uhebo a-sayf / a-rabee’a / ashitaa’a / al-khareef

Arabic
ربيع
وردة
 ممطز/مطز
صيف
مشمس
دار
خزيف
ريخ
شتاء
 مثلج/ثلج
رجل الثلج
بارد
عيذ
هذا فصل الزبيع
الجو ممطز
هذا فصل الصيف
الصيف دار
هذا فصل الخزيف
هذا فصل الشتاء
الجو بارد
هذه وردة
الجو مشمس
تسقط اوراق الشجز
هذا رجل الثلج
الجو مثلج
/ الشتاء/ الزبيع/ ال ادب الصيف
الخزيف

14. I like Eid / Summer/ Spring / Winter / Fall

uhebo al-eid / a-sayf / a-rabee’a /
a-shitaa’a / al-khareef

/  الصيف/  الزبيع/  الشتاء/ ادب العيذ
الخزيف

15. It is windy
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Attachment 1
Season and Weather Sentences
Students will be able to state the following sentences by the unit’s end.
Note: “This” indicates the picture. The correct English should be “It is spring.”

English

Arabic
هذا فصل الزبيع

1. This is spring.

الجو هوطز

2. It is raining

هذا فصل الصيف

3. This is summer.

الصيف حار

4. Summer is hot.

هذا فصل الخزيف

5. This is fall.

هذا فصل الشتاء

6. This is winter.

الجو بارد

7. It is cold.

هذه وردة

8. This is a flower

الجو هشوس

9. It is sunny.
10. Leaves fall.

تسقط األوراق

11. This is snowman.

هذا رجل الثلج
الجو هثلج

12. It is snowing.
13. I don’t like summer/

/ الشتاء/ الزبيع/ ال احب الصيف
الخزيف

Spring / Winter / Fall
14. I like Eid / winter /

/  الزبيع/  الشتاء/ احب العيذ
 الخزيف/ الصيف

spring / summer / fall

عاصف

15. It is windy
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Attachment 2
Seasons Tracing Sheet
Please email me to receive this attachment along with the PowerPoint for the attachment below (wafawzy@cps.edu)
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Attachment 3
(Large Font Paper)
Note for Teacher:
Enlarge the name of each season and cut and glue it on a large construction
paper. Email me to receive a PowerPoint that will support this activity
(wafawzy@cps.edu)

الزبيع
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GENERAL TIPS
After piloting this unit, Arabic language teachers made the following suggestions:
Adjust the time based on class size and activities needed for each session.
 Be sure to recycle vocabulary and structures from earlier units where possible.
 Surround students in the language by identifying snowmen, flowers, and other common
referents, but do not hold them accountable for production.
 Be aware of any food allergies or restrictions that students might have prior to offering samples of food.
Check with parents and the school nurse if you have questions about particular students.
 Coordinate this instruction with the classroom teacher.
 You may leave out the word " "فصلbefore the seasons if you feel it will be difficult for students to say the
expression.
 Have students make their own flash cards of seasons and holidays. Then ask them to share them at home
and to teach family and friends in which seasons about Eids.
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رﺑﯿﻊ

وردة

ﻣﻄﺮ

ﺻﯿﻒ

ﻣﺸﻤﺲ

ﺣﺎر

ﺧﺮﯾﻒ

رﯾﺎح

ﺷﺘﺎء

ﺛﻠﺞ

ﺑﺎرد

ﻋﯿﺪ

ﺳﻌﯿﺪ

ﺣﺰﯾﻦ

رﺟﻞ اﻟﺜﻠﺞ

ﺗﺴﻘﻂ اﻻوراق

G1 - UNIT 6: Our Bodies
ESSENTIAL QUESTION: How should we take care of our bodies?
OBJECTIVES:

UNIT DESCRIPTION:

Students can:
 Identify basic body
parts: eyes, nose, ears,
mouth, hands, feet, etc.
 Ask and answer simple
questions about body
parts (Question: What is
this? Answer: This
is___)
 Tell how many body
parts they have (e.g.,
two eyes, one nose)
 Perform songs written
for Arabic children.

In this multiple-day unit, students will gain the ability to use ageappropriate expressions to identify and exchange information about basic
body parts. Students interpret and react to pictures, stories, illustrations,
stuffed animals, and songs. Students will then interact with their teacher
and classmates regarding the location and number of specific body parts.
Students will identify pictures that show studied vocabulary based on oral
directions. At the conclusion of this unit, students will perform a song that
will be recorded, which can be shared at a school or community event at a
later date.

DURATION:

UNIT MODES OF FOCUS:

Fifteen Days

Interpretive, Interpersonal & Presentational

STANDARDS
ACTFL Standard:
Communication: Communicate in languages other than English.

MATERIALS, RESOURCES AND USEFUL WEB SITES:









A camel puppet with bandages covering certain body parts
First grade level picture/story books with related illustrations; العوالق و األقصام, found on the Al-msadar QFI
website
Picture cards that depict vocabulary words
Children’s song that highlights vocabulary expressions targeted in this unit. The song: “The Crazy Fly”
(Attachment 4); also have a fly puppet or toy given to students to locate on a chosen body part.
Large butcher or chart paper, magazines, catalogues, glue, scissors, and construction paper that students
may cut up
Sinbad cartoon that displays body parts
Software to practice vocabulary.
Recommended software: Eurotalk game to assess students in fun way, Play the " Body Parts Easy game"
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VOCABULARY AND STRUCTURES
اًف

Nose

فن

Mouth
Eye

عٍي

Ear

اذى

Hand

ٌد

Head

زأض

Arm

ذزاع

Leg

ظاق

Face

وجه

Numbers

أزقام

Brown

ًٌب

Black

اظىد

Blue

اشزق

Green

اخضس

How many ________ do you have?
Do you have ________?

اًا عٌدي اًف

I have (a nose).
You don’t have (an ear).

" لٍط عٌدك اذى

Where is ____?

اٌي الـ______؟
ها هرا؟

What is this?

ها لىى هرا؟

What color is this?
What is the color of your eyes?

ها لىى عٌٍل؟

I have brown eyes.

ًٌلىى عًٌٍ ب

This is _____
خطواتي

من عدد ـــــــــــ الري
هعل؟
هل لدٌل_____؟

____هرا
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PRE-ASSESSMENT & SCORING GUIDELINES
PRE-ASSESSMENT:
The purpose of the pre-assessment is to learn about the students’ previous knowledge of body parts.







Using a camel puppet with small bandages over six different body parts (e.g., eye, nose, mouth) in a big
bag
Explain to students that you have a friend “ ”اظتاذ جولwho needs to see a doctor. Students will need to be
able to indicate where the “Camel” is having pain so the doctor can help “”اظتاذ جول.
Distribute Attachment 1: Pre-Assessment Activity Worksheet.
Ask the students to show or point to their own body parts as you review Attachment 1, together.
Point to the stuffed animal out of the bag. Ask, “Where is the bandage on “”?اظتاذ جول
Have students circle or place an “X” on the corresponding body parts on “ ”اظتاذ جولbandage. For example,
if the teacher points to a body part that has a bandage on their eye, the students should circle or place an
“X” on the eye among number one’s set of body parts.

PRE-ASSESSMENT SCORING GUIDELINES:
Collect the students’ pre-assessment worksheets, and use the following scale to evaluate their background
knowledge of these body parts:
4 (6 out of 6) Strong understanding of topic
3 (4 out of 6) Adequate understanding of topic
2 (2 out of 6) Poor understanding of topic/ Needs remediation
1 (0 out of 6) Insufficient understanding of topic/ Needs remediation
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UNIT ASSESSMENTS
INTERPRETIVE ASSESSMENT:
Using the same worksheet that the students used to complete the pre-assessment (Attachment 1), students will
demonstrate their recognition of target vocabulary by circling the picture that corresponds to the body part,
named by the teacher.

INTERPRETIVE ASSESSMENT SCORING GUIDELINES:
The same scale used in the pre-assessment can be used to score the interpretive assessment:
4 (3 out of 3) Strong understanding of topic
3 (2 out of 3) Adequate understanding of topic
2 (1 out of 3) Poor understanding of topic / Needs remediation
1 (0 out of 3) Insufficient understanding of topic/Needs remediation

INTERPERSONAL ASSESSMENT:
At the conclusion of this unit, students will interact with a partner using studied structures and vocabulary to
indicate knowledge of the location of body parts while using “ ”اظتاذ جولpuppet. Students are to perform
without any assistance from the teacher or peers. Students will be required to use culturally appropriate
structures and gestures as they converse with one another.

INTERPERSONAL ASSESSMENT SCORING GUIDELINES:
The teacher will evaluate student performance based on the following criteria:
4
Strong understanding of topic
Pronounces correctly and speaks at a normal rate
3
Adequate understanding of topic
A few minor pronunciation errors and hesitations
2
Poor understanding of topic
Many pronunciation errors and hesitations
1
Poor understanding of topic Needs remediation

PRESENTATIONAL ASSESSMENT:
Students will perform a children’s song “The Crazy Fly” in small groups. The performance will be recorded so
that it can be shared at a later time with fellow students and school community members.

PRESENTATIONAL ASSESSMENT GUIDELINES
Use the following guidelines to assess student performance of the children’s song:
4
Pronounces correctly and speaks at a normal rate
3
A few minor pronunciation errors and hesitations
2
Many pronunciation errors and hesitations
1
Needs remediation
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SEQUENCE OF ACTIVITIES:
Day One
 Perform the pre-assessment as stated above.
 Show the Sinbad cartoon about body parts; ask students to repeat the vocabulary after the video
Day Two
 Using picture flash cards, present the new vocabulary. Have students repeat each word or phrase as a class,
and individually, to practice pronunciation and intonation. Repeat this several times. Make sure your cards
have all words written in Arabic. By now students should be ready to read all words. Brainstorm by having
students try to read the words. Assist students who are struggling with reading by spelling words to them,
or have them spell it to their maximum extent.
 Then, ask students to stand and point to their own body parts as you present the vocabulary flash cards
again.
 Next, pull out “ ”استاذ جملwhich was used the previous Day. Review the vocabulary using “ ”استاذ جملby
pointing to each body part as you pronounce the vocabulary using a full sentence. Have the class repeat as
a group. For example, ask, “What is this?” Model the correct response in a full sentence, but allow the
students to respond with just the vocabulary: “This is an ear.” Continue in this fashion with several body
parts of “”استاذ جمل
 After that, ask for volunteers to stand before the class. Give each one a camel Puppet.
 Instruct them to use the camels to indicate the body part you call out. Name a few body parts and then ask
for new volunteers. Continue in this fashion until all students have had a chance to do this activity.
 Use “ ”استاذ جملto review the structures “What is this? This is___” with body part again. Have everyone
repeat the complete phrases for the question and respond as you point to different body parts on the animal.
 Teach the first part of “The Crazy Fly” song for students.
Day Three
 Conduct a quick oral review of the vocabulary using “ ”استاذ جملor the picture flash cards by showing two
pictures at a time and asking students to point to the one you name. For example, you might show a picture
of an ear and an eye, and then say to the class or an individual student, “This is an eye.” The class or
students should then indicate which picture is correct. You may choose to review and use the command,
(Point to… that was taught in K) to introduce another structure.
 Divide the class into two groups using any method you prefer. Have students line up in two rows face to
face.
 Conduct an activity called األظتاذ ٌقىل, /Teacher says which is similar to the game Simon says. The teacher
will give the commands about which body parts to touch and the students are to follow the directions and
then close their eyes while one student from each team verifies the responses from the other team. If a
student indicates the incorrect body part, they will be asked to sit down. For example, when the teacher
says: “Touch the ear/  ” الوط األذىall students should touch an ear and then close their eyes. The teacher
selects one student from each team to verify the opposing teams response. These “examiners” will tap the
shoulders of those students who have incorrectly indicated the named body part. Those students receiving a
tap on the shoulders are to sit down.
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Continue in this way until one team is eliminated or you have completed five rounds.
After that, have the students sit in a circle. Teach students more of the “The Crazy Fly” song. Then, ask
students to sing the song with you once or twice. It is highly recommended that you have a fly toy or
puppet and hand it to students to locate it on the body part you are singing about.
After you are done with the song, ask students to read and spell more of the words. Also, point to unknown
letters and ask students to repeat after you. (Do this for all vocabulary as you teach new words).
Send groups of students to the computer center to practice the Body Parts vocabulary.
Review the picture flash cards and have students provide the vocabulary. Ask for group and individual
responses.

Day Four
 Play and sing the song while the students move to sit in a circle. Teach the students to sing the song
professionally. Lead them in singing it a number of times.
 Use TPR storytelling to illustrate the first part of the story العوالق و االقصام.
 Next, review the body parts using “ ”استاذ جملModel the question and response structures: (What is this?
This is___.” As you point to different body parts on a stuffed animal, ask the class the question, “What is
this?” They should respond appropriately. Call on individuals to respond as well. Encourage the students
to respond in a full sentence. For example, if you point to an ear and ask, “What is this?” encourage the
student or students to respond with, “This is an ear.” Model and assist the students as necessary to respond
in a full sentence.
 End the day by singing the song without any assistance.
Day Five
 Teach another part of the song to students while they are walking into the room to hear them singing.
 Have students count one through five while you use one hand. Repeat this several times until you feel they
have a good grasp of these numbers.
 After, ask the question, “How many eyes do you have?” Help students as necessary to say the number.
Make sure students point to whatever number of parts while they are answering.
 Continue with these questions until you have asked about each body part.
 Display the Sinbad cartoon for students to watch the cartoon with Arabic subtitles.
 While they are watching send groups to the computer center to practice the digital vocabulary along with
the funny shape of the body.
 At the end of the class, have the students sing the “The Crazy Fly” one more time.
Day Six
 Start the day by counting from one through five. Pose questions about the number of body parts the
students have: “Do you have five noses?” Students might reply with “yes/no”, or with the correct number
of the body parts that one has, or you can introduce and model the structure, “I don’t have___” Compare
the number of body parts, which “ ”اظتاذ جولhas, with the number of body parts the students have. For
example, ask, “How many feet do you have?” then ask, “How many feet does a camel have?” while you
point to the animal picture.
 Continue to pose questions about all the body parts they have studied. Have available magazines,
catalogues, glue, scissors and construction paper that students may cut up. Explain that the students will
خطواتي
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cut out pictures to create a face. Then they will cut and paste them onto a piece of construction paper.
Students are to select: eyes, a nose, a mouth, ears, etc. Present a model so the activity will be clear to all.
You can decide if you want this to be a creative project (e.g., imaginary creature) or if you want them to
make their pictures anatomically correct.
While students are working on this, call on individual students to conduct the interpretive assessment with
you at another table. Have the picture flash cards about body parts available for students.
Using the picture flash cards, present two body parts and ask them to indicate the one you name. For
example, you might show a picture of an eye and a mouth and then ask, “Which is the eye?” The student
should then indicate which is the correct picture. Ask the students to identify as many body parts as you
feel provides the most accurate idea of that students’ abilities.

Instructional Tips:
 Students have already been introduced to multiple colors prior to this unit, you may use your creative
shapes of figures, which you have created previously, to assess the students. This alternative assessment
requires them to color body parts according to your instructions.
 An alternative class activity would be to have the students color a picture of a dog or a camel, which they
would present to the class at the next day.
 Finally, ask all students to write their names on the back of their face collage sheet (or alternative animal
coloring sheet) and turn it in at the end of class.
Day Seven
 Begin class by asking students to present their face collages (or alternative animal coloring sheet). Ask
them to point to each face feature and to say, “This is___” Collect their papers at the end of their
presentations and display them in the classroom or hallways.
 After, have a large piece of butcher paper or chart paper displayed in front of the class. Have at least two
markers available for students to use. Draw a circle and a stick figure (head, arms, legs) on the sheet.
 Ask two volunteers to come up and draw according to your directions. Alternate having each student draw
body parts. For example, ask “Student A” to draw eyes (draw two eyes). Then ask “Student B” to draw a
nose (draw one nose).
 Continue alternating instructions until the face is completed. Then ask students to draw hands and feet.
 Ask for two more volunteers to come up front and complete the same activity until all students have had a
chance to draw body parts. Draw a new circle (head) and stick figure (head, arms, legs) for each group of
two.
 Next, form two rows of students, by having students find a partner. Ask them to sit across from their
partners on the carpet.
 Distribute a camel puppet or any other puppet to each student in one row “Student A.” Lead “Student B” in
pointing to different body parts of the camel and asking, “What is this?” “Student A” should then respond
in a full sentence with the appropriate vocabulary, “This is___” Assist as needed. This exercise will serve
as a preparation for their upcoming interpersonal assessment.
 Then, have students switch roles. Assist as needed with vocabulary, pronunciation, intonation, and in
responding in a full sentence.
 Close the day by reading the rest of the story العوالق و األقصام.
Day Eight
 Begin by singing, “The Crazy Fly” song as a class. Ask for volunteers (three or four) to lead the class in
خطواتي
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singing. You may give students some Arabic percussion instruments.
Then, explain that you will videotape the entire class singing the song, in addition to groups of three to
four students singing the song. Have the videotape already set up in the room.
Arrange the students so all are visible in the video and record the class singing the song.
Next, have groups of three to four students stand in front of the class and sing it together. Record their
performance. Make sure students have some instruments such as a kid’s tambourine, etc. It is preferable
that the teacher has a frame drum or any other Arabic instrument.
Continue in this fashion until all students have sung in a small group and the recordings are completed.
At another time, assess the students individually on their ability to perform the song. At this time you may
evaluate students’ potential to sing the song or parts of it. Present the video at a community or school
event, which may occur at another time than when the unit is taught.
Read the story that was read in the previous day. Encourage the students to read out loud with you,
emphasizing the words found at the bottom of each story page.

Day Nine
 Using color flash cards, teach/review the colors black, brown, blue and green. Have students repeat the
names of each color several times after you.
 Hold up the flash cards one at a time and ask the class, “What color is this?” They should respond
appropriately. Call on individuals to respond as well.
 Next, point to items in the classroom and ask the same question. Again, students should respond
appropriately.
 After the students feel comfortable with the names of the colors; show pictures of various celebrities from
Egypt and America (e.g., Omar Shirief). Ask the question, “ ”ما هو لون عينة؟Model the response, “She/he
has brown eyes.” Allow students to respond as a group and individually.
 Then, ask the students, “ ”?ما هو لون عينك؟Model the response “I have brown eyes.” Ask individual students.
Allow them to respond using just the name of the color, but model the whole sentence back for all to hear.
 On the floor or using large chart paper, create a bar graph. At the bottom of the graph, place pictures of
eyes cut from different colors of construction paper (blue, green, brown, black). The class will chart their
eye colors.
 Have several squares of construction paper available in each color. If using chart paper, have some
adhesive available to attach the color squares to the paper. Call students up individually and ask, “What
color eyes do you have?” Encourage students to respond in complete sentences, “I have brown eyes.”
Then, have that student select a color square that matches their eye color and place/attach it above the
image of the same colored eye.
 Repeat this for each student. Have the students place the squares in a column (one above the other) to
create a bar graph.
 Once the graph is complete, review it as a class. Practice counting aloud together as you point to the
number of squares (people) with each color of eyes.
Day Ten
 Have students sit on the class carpet. Begin class by counting one through five and by quickly playing
“Teacher says” with students sitting where they are.
 Next, have students form two rows on the carpet.
 Distribute different puppets if available to each student in one row “Student A.” Remind the class of the
structures for saying, “What is this? This is ___.”
خطواتي
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Have individuals in the other row “Student B” point to different body parts of the stuffed animal and ask,
“What is this?” Have students speak one at a time to allow you to properly evaluate them. Once prompted,
“Student A” should then respond in a full sentence with the appropriate vocabulary, “This is___”. Allow
students to produce as much as possible on their own.
Continue in this fashion until the entire row of students has asked about at least two to three different body
parts’ questions.
Then, switch roles and have the other row of students “Student A” ask the questions and the “Student B”
row will respond.
Assess the students as you conduct the activity.
Finally, sing “The Crazy Fly” song.

Day Eleven
 Use this day to work with IEP students to reinforce the topic using different activities.
 You may use the recordable pen and stickers on camel’s body parts to reinforce the vocabulary words
that have not been mastered yet.
 Send other students in groups to the computer center to play Eurotalk Body Parts game (Easy and
Difficult game levels). Record their scores as it states their full recognition of all unit vocabulary.
 You may use the Body Parts P.P to review the body parts in and promote using all unit vocabularies in
sentences. Ask students to dramatize the event of each sentence as shown in pictures attached in the
P.P.
 Pair up students who leaned the concepts with students who still need more practice.
 Come up with your own activities to keep the rest of the class busy while you are working with others.
Days 12, 13, 14, and Fifteen
 You will follow the same steps as in Unit 1 “Things in my Backpack and Classroom” (Days 13-18).
 Teach letters (  ي- ) ه.
 Students should be able to read easily and recognize all letters.
 Have students practice the connection between letters by handing them hand-written worksheets to connect
letters according to the rules on connection. Example:  د = أسد+  س+ ا

DIFFERENTIATED INSTRUCTIONAL SUPPORT:






Allow students who are initially hesitant to use word utterances or short expressions that correctly respond
to the questions.
Use Recordable Pen students who feel shy talking among others.
You may use Attachment 3, as Alternate Interpretive Assessment Worksheet.
Record students’ assessment scores on Attachment 2.
Partner students who are timid or less confident with students who can provide a strong model for
complete sentences.

LIST OF ATTACHMENTS:
Attachment 1: Pre-assessment Worksheet
Attachment 2: Students’ Assessment Scores
Attachment 3: Alternate Interpretive Assessment Worksheet.
Attachment 4: “The Crazy Fly” song
خطواتي
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EXTENSIONS AND HOME CONNECTIONS
TO BE SENT HOME
Our Bodies
Name: ______________________________________
Date:_______/_______/______________
In our Arabic class, your child is learning the vocabulary listed below. Please encourage your child to teach a
family member these words. Please don’t show your child the translation as s/he is learning to read the Arabic
script directly without any English references. If the unit includes a song or rhyme, please have your child sing
it for you and perform body gestures.

Emglish
Nose
Mouth
Eye
Ear
Hand
Head
Arm
Leg
Face
Numbers
Brown
Black
Blue
Green
How many ________ do you have?
Do you have ________?
I have (a nose).
You don’t have (an ear).
Where is___?
What is this?
What color is this?
What color eyes do you have?
I have brown eyes.
This is ___
خطواتي

Transliteration
Anaf
Fam
ayan
Outhon
yad
Raa’as
Thiraa
Saaq
Wajah
Arqaam
Boni
Aswad
Azraq
Akhdar
Kam addad___ alazi maaka?
Hal ladayka___?
Ana andi anf
Layssa indak outhon
Ayana al___?
Ma haza___?
Ma laown haza?
Ma laown aynak?
Laown ayni boni
haza
10

Arabic
اًف
فن
عٍي
اذى
ٌد
زأض
ذزاع
ظاق
وجه
أزقام
ًٌب
اظىد
اشزق
اخضس
من عدد ـــــــــــ الري هعل؟
؟..........هل لدٌل
اًا عٌدي اًف
لٍط عٌدك اذى
؟............. اٌي ال
؟..........ها هرا
ها لىى هرا؟
ها لىى عٌٍل؟
ًٌلىى عًٌٍ ب
هرا
وائل فوزي
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Attachment 1
Pre-Assessment Response Sheet
Name: ………………………………………………
Date: ……./……../……………
Circle or mark X on the body parts that you can’t see on the animal.
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

خطواتي
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Student Name
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Presentational

4
3
2
1

Presentation Rubric
Pronounces correctly and speaks at a normal rate
A few minor pronunciation errors and hesitations
Many pronunciation errors and hesitations
Needs remediation

Interpersonal

4
3
2
1

Attachment 2
Student Assessment Checklist
Interpersonal and Interpretive Rubric
Strong understanding of topic
Adequate understanding of topic
Poor understanding of topic / Needs remediation
Insufficient understanding of topic / Needs remediation

Interpretive

ESSENTIAL QUESTION: How should we take care of our bodies?
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Attachment 3
Alternate Interpretive Assessment Worksheet
Name:
Color the body parts according to the teacher directions

خطواتي
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Attachment 4
(The Crazy Fly)
The Body parts Songs.
Make sure you repeat the first part before each body part and perform the appropriate body gestures.

( فهشهشتهاbody part( ألربابه الوجٌىًة طازت و وقفث على
ًٌدي \ شعسٌى \ أًفً \ أذًً \ فوً \ وجهً \ عًٌٍ \ ذزاع

GENERAL TIPS
After piloting this unit, Arabic language teachers made the following suggestions:







Modify the time needed for this unit based on class size and time it takes to move through the activity and
phase sequence.
The classroom, school or community event does not necessarily need to take place during the timing of the
unit, but instead take place at a later time.
My students never felt tired when singing the song "The crazy fly flied and landed on____". The song
helps them to memorize the vocabulary easily.
I added additional group activities for this unit and used PPT slides for presentation and an oral
assessment. The PowerPoint is attached to the sequence of the units.
Encourage students to share the song with their parents, siblings, or friends at home. Consider encouraging
students to share and practice at home by offering incentives (e.g., stickers).
Students can sing and dramatize the song, “The Crazy Fly,” to students in other world language classes.
Those students who have sung and dramatized the song to others would be awarded with small prizes.

خطواتي
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اﻧﻒ

ﻓﻢ

ﻋﯿﻦ

اذن

ﯾﺪ

رأس

ذراع

وﺟﺔ

ﺑﻨﻲ

اﺳﻮد

ازرق

اﺧﻀﺮ

ﺳﺎق

January

February

March

April

May

June

July

August

September

October

November

December

ﺷﮭﻮر اﻟﺴﻨﮫ

ﯾﻨﺎﯾﺮ

ﻓﺒﺮاﯾﺮ

ﻣﺎرس
اﺑﺮﯾﻞ

اﻏﺴﻄﺲ

ﺳﺒﺘﻤﺒﺮ

ﯾﻮﻟﯿﻮ

اﻛﺘﻮﺑﺮ

ﯾﻮﻧﯿﻮ
ﻣﺎﯾﻮ

ﻧﻮﻓﻤﺒﺮ
دﯾﺴﻤﺒﺮ

ﯾﻨﺎﯾﺮ
Januar
y

ﻓﺒﺮاﯾﺮ

February

ﻣﺎرس
March

اﺑﺮﯾﻞ

April

ﻣﺎﯾﻮ

May

ﯾﻮﻧﯿﻮ
June

ﯾﻮﻟﯿﻮ

July

اﻏﺴﻄﺲ
August
ﺳﺒﺘﻤﺒﺮ
September

اﻛﺘﻮﺑﺮ
Octobe
r

ﻧﻮﻓﻤﺒﺮ
November

دﯾﺴﻤﺒﺮ
December

